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WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of bouts m e t with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date...................................................................................................

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date...................................................................................................

Each warden sign or initial here:
.. :...............
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additional sheet to avoid crowding)

~..................................................

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

~OTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasO·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

£ach warden sign or initial here:
·············#
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WARDEN 'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .................
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INCLUSIVE DATES .. ~./..~ ...
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amou nt of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusu al happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numhers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

27~ . ,67~ ... . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . ... . . . . . . . . STATE............~......................................................................
?.?./?7 ...z..z. . £i>. ..£tU4.t&..2;..l9.o-{,,

SANCTUARY (or general area ) .................
INCLUSIVE DATES ........
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers anrl names of boats met wilh; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds ohserved at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Each warden sign or itiitial here:
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l
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numb ers and names of boats met with; names of per·
l!ODs met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unu sual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of Lirds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN 'S, WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New Yo1·k, N. Y.

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m et with ; names of per·
sons m e t with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Each warden sign or inil'ial here:
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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I NCLUSIVE DATES ............ ~ .. /2. ..~
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R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats met with ; names of per11ons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and .kinds of bir ds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ..................
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any umumal happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bii·rl s observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'~

WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m e t with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Each warden sign or initial here:
.................... 1
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WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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SANCTUARY {or general area) ..............
INCLUSIVE DATES. e z :.. cY .....
NOTE:
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchjlsed or taken aboard; 11umbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Each warden sign or initial here:
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes epent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary ar~as or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentratione.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of perBons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

N OTE:

R eport weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts furchase d or taken aboard; number s and names of boats m et with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any. unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Each warden sign or initial here:
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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SANCTUARY (or general area ) .............
INCLUSIVE DATEs.a z
NOTE:
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R eport weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Each warden sign or initial here:
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WARDEN 'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New YOI"k, N. Y.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or take n aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather con<litions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happening11 ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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1000 Fifth Avenue, New Yo1:k, N. Y.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

.....................STATE........... ~/!':.~~~

SANCTUARY (or general area) ................ .........~&.~·· ··········
INCLUSIVE DATES ... ~/&'-...~.$..£ 2.2.........7 /9<r(p .
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kind s of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats m et with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bil'ds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers -and names of boats m e t with; names of persons m e t with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numhers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
hh-ds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bfrds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Each warden sign or init·ial here:

WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ................
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NOTE:
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m e t with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird. obser ved at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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INCLUSIVE DATES .... ~ ....2/
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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s~ns met with m. sa~ctuary. areas or taken along'. Mention . any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or ot.her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations,
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D ate............. ~Y. ...9.,. . . +.9.57. . ::. .............h~~.~ ....P.?.is 2,297, and 560 of this total were 1st and 2nd year birds
Louisiana heron 753 - American Egrets 19 - Snowy Egrets 463 - Glossy Ibis 1 - About 200 Man-0War Birds moved to Island between Duck Rock and Pavilioh Key - Total birds 3,543 - No boats
in Area - Pelicans and L. Herons bring in nesting material - eather fair and partly cloudy
with N. E. winds at 16 miles per hour. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Birds came in on N. N. East· and E. s. East flyways. 60 gal gas, stove fuel, batteries, bug
bomb and kettle, 5 gal gas can.
Date.............~7. ... 7..1. .... ~9..27. ....:'.. .........2.:. 9.Q...~¥.:... nolbis as of now. 5:60 to 6:60 Pitt - U8 White Ibis - 6:00 to
7:00 PM, 3,941 White Ibis - Total White Ibis 4,359 - Glossy Ibis, l - .3 Spoonbill passed
over but didnot stop - Pelicans and L. Herons bring in nesting material - At Duck Rock all
day - No boats in area during flight - Flyways North and East, just about split - Weather
fair and partly cloudy, North East winds at 22 to 25 miles per hour. Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night.
0

Date................ ~T ...~.,.....+.9.5.7.... ~...... A~....P.~.~~....Rock allday - No count tonight but still about 4AOO While
Ibis and about 1/3 of this count are lstand 2nd year birds - Spoonbill, 47 - Pelicans and
Cormorants and Man-0-Wars on island between Duck Rock and Pavilion Key - Man-0-War over Duck
Rock but most went back to other island - Flyways about split, North and East - Weather rain
and cloudy with North East winds at 20 to 25 miles per hour - No boats in area during flight w
Big flights between 6:00 and 7:00 PM . Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

--

a~~~t····ti~~·· ··~~ 9 (~~~~i- . z~~P.~.hffeE~~=rs F~~e:s;~ ~~~~ ~~~~ha;n~: ~siM--He!!;d;l~:~!

1

between 6:00 and 7:00 PM - No boats in area during flight - Weather squalls from about 5;30
to about 7:00 PM - South East winds at 12 miles per hour. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night.
Cups, pans, silverware, can opener, mending plate , towels •
Date ............~...J#.r . .!q.'... .f9..5..'.?. . ~ ..... .#::t'. ... P.w.;k Rock allday fo.te Ibis, 4,672 - Spoonbill, 7 - Snowy
Egrets andl L. Herons seem to be picking up, but can not get count of all as they are coming
in after dark - Would say that there are around 2,000 L. Heron and about 1,000 Snowy Egre~s.
Bigist flights still between 6;00 and 7:00 PM , using the North and East flyways.
No boats
in area during flight. Weather, squalls with East winds around 10 to 15 MPH. Lots of
mosquitos. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Date ................... lla.y.:...11.,.....1957....~... At. .. P.:µ~~ Rock allday - Female Anhiilia back and forth ill mornirig.
My first bad day - rain an more rain - one of those days not fit for man or bird. No count
due to fact that beat leaks around cabin, bed wet - busy repairing leaks - hope I have them

stepped now will find out next hard blowing rain very happy about this day.

Tied up at Duck Rock f cr the night - not

Date ...... )4ay: ...l2.,.... l9.5.7.... ~ .. W.~.P.~ ... .'~.9. ...~.gJ-ades - White Ibis, 5,578 Most of Man-0-War, Cormorants, and pelicans have moved back to
Duck Rock - Heavy fiights from North_,, N. East and ~ast with
hea flights between 6:00 and 7:00 PM.. Weather fair and
par~ cloud(y with s. E. winds . Tied up at Duck Roe~ for the
night.
2M·3·!511·CP
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NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numhe~s and names of boats met with; names of persons met with m sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Da~6s. .~~l:·83"t!99I-06. ~;~5;66j~1~d~:_-ti!~ !~ ~u!:e~, 4~~s;~o~~~~,A~~:: 4J=~!.:~o!!;.
1

D. R. now. - Pelicans, L.Herons, Cormorants bring in· nesting material. 1 Anhi.nga in area 1 Gt. Blue Heron on D. R. Two fishing boats in area during fiight, just passing on way to
Eglades didnot stop - Weather fair till 6:00 PM then squalls with 8. E. winds at 15 MPH .
Cabin didnot leak this time so far so good. - Tied up at Duck Rock fer the night.
1 Ice Box
(the one I bad was a home made one and no good at all.
0

Da~~t. . s~i+:bo!f·~b~booA~h~¥~~I~~~k- ~~e~!o!~~~;r~~ ~~~e t~tp::!~~n!~e~c=s ~ :!m!;:~:t:
0

L. Heron still bring in nesting material - No boats in area during flight. -Weather fair and
partly

coul~

with

s.

B. winds a.t about 10 MPH - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date ...............M!!l,7.....l.5.,, ....l..9.5.7....~ .. W..~.P.:~.... ~.9....:Eglades Q

hite Ibis, 5 to 6 PM , 1347 - 6 to ? PM - 5,821,
7 to 7:30 PM, 184 - Total White Ibis, 6,358 - Tides still. low around sunset, no spoonbillBirds using North and East flyways with a few from Southeast . - 1 G'). Blue Heron • - 1
A rican Egret came in with nesting Material - No boats in area during flight - Weather
fair and partly doudy with S. E. winds about 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock f or the night.
105 gals of gas and 4 qts of oil.

Date................ ~~ ...16., .... l.95.7.... ~..At....P.~g,~Jioek allday - White Ibis, 5 to

6 Pll, 47?- 6 to 7 PM, 5,744 7 to 7:30 PM, 328 - Total White Ibis, 6,549 - Birds cue in on North, N. N. East and East
Flyways. - 1 Anhinga, and 2 Gt. Blue Heron Came in, also only got 11 American Egrets No boa.ts in area during flight -Weather fair and partly couldy - first day we have had no
rain from sunrise to sunset - Winds from West at 10 MPH - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night.

Date ... ..............~Y.....:i.7,. . J.9.5.7 .... ~. . !f.t'..~~.... ~~ Eglades

- No count tonight , In f act dldriot do iJ1Ything.
Was on the job, but just didn't do anything.
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
6 gal gas and 2 qts of oil.

Date .............. ........ ~7.....

+.?.,, . . !9..?7.. . ::. .11.1.~.~!'. . . ~o

Eglades - Wfiit e Ibis, 5 to b Pi, 1,056 ::() to 7 PM, 5,994 7 to 7:30, 346 - Total White Ibis, 7406 - Birds came in on North and East flyways with big
flights between 6 and 7 PM. - 1 Gt Blue Heron and 1 Glossy Ibis - About 400 Man-O~ar
up over Rock - No boats in area during flight - Weather fair and partly ci:>udy, with squalls
in the early afternoon, winds about 12 MPH from the S. E. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night. 1 Safety chain,5 gal gas can, 5 gal gas,l gt of oil.

Date...........¥.:a..Y. . .+.9..1. +.9..~7. . ~ ...... ~.<?. ....~~~~.... ~onight, but still about '{, 500

hite Ibis - 1 Gt. Blue Heron and 7 Spoonbill - Birds came
on North and East Flyways - No boats in area during flight Weather fair and cloudy with winds from the Southeast at 10
MPH. Ti ed up at Duck Rock for the night .

2M·3 -!511-CP
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INCLUSIVE DATES .........~Y..... ~.....~P..:r..9.~h ...~Y. ....?A.1.....+..9.5..7
N OTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..............~T ... ?.9..1.....l.:9.27.... :::. . A~ ... P.:U.:~~ . .~ock allday - White Ibis, 5 to 6 PM, 1,327 - 6 to 7 PM,
5,743 - 7 to 7:30, 74 - Total White Ibiw 7,144 - Spoonbil1, 40, and 1 Glossy Ibis, 33 Amer .
Egrets . 1 Swallow-tailed Kite northeast of Duck Rock - Seems if I lost 362 Ibis tonight,
ust be error in count, I am sure there are as many as there was on the 18th . - Birds came
in on North and East flyways . - No boats in area during flight - Weather fair and part~
cloudy with almost no wind at all . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

. . . ....

.:...

Date................ ¥..~!. ~.~ *?..~!..
.W.~.nt.....~9. Egla.des - No count tonight, but would say there is still
about 7,500 White Ibis . - 1 Gt . Blue Heron and 57 Spoonbill came in.
No boats in Area
during flight - Weather fair and cloudy with s . E. winds about 15 MPH. - Tied up at Duck
Rock for the night.

Date.................~T. ... ??.~ .....l.:9.~7. ....~. .A.~ . .P.~~~·· ·Rock allday - 12 noon, 97 Spoonbill depart ed Duck Rock in ail
directions - White Ibis, 7,0oo - Looks if I am going backwards again, begining to think I
can't count anymore (sure there is an error, maybe the Spoonbill threw me off) .- Spoonbill,
128 and 1 Anhinga. - Also heard shooting and it sounded as if it were up in Chatham River,
heard four shots - also there were a couple of fishing boats in area northwest of Duck Rocko
Weather fair and partly cloudy with squalls in afternoon, winds from s . W. at 15 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. Heavy flights from Ea st between 6 and 7 PM.
Date....................~?.. ~?..'. :1::9..~7........-:. . A~ . .P.~~k Rock AilJl&y - No count tonight - Bites on l egs and bottom
infected and re getting worse, going to town tomorrow to doctor . Tied up at Duck Rock f or
the night .

... . .

Date........................~T. ...2.4..t... ..!9..~7.. . :'. . ~.4'.~~ ...~o

Eglades on way t o

Miami t o Doct or.

Iii Dia.m. overIU.ght.

Date .................................................................................................. .

Date ................................................................................................. .
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..................... Duck ...Ro.c.k ........................................................................ STATE ............... f.J.~;r,J~..........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.......J.:une.... 4....t.hr..9.ygh.......!l.:!:ID:~....9...t.....!9..?.J
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date............... ~:une. ....4.,. ....l.9.5..7....~: . . .~~.~~~.9. to Everglades from Miami. Sam

Rudder bar on XudUfiion brOken making new one will be ready tomorrew. - Stayed overnight in Eglades .

5 Gal gas for outboard •

Date'ri'~~k..·i:i. :'. . ~~a~e;. . n~t·g~dJu~~e~a~o;;:c~~d~r s~~! !;;,~en~o::!~ !::n~!ga~~j~:i~:ei;~::r.

1

No count tonight - Weather fair and partly cloudy - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Sandpaper, mantles, stove fuel.

. . ?J>is, 4: 30 to 5:00 PJl, 81 - 5:06 Pi to 6:60 Pi, 1,?06 - 6:00
to 7:00 PM, 8,007 - 7:00 to 7:30 PM, 578 - T tal White Ibis, 10,372. • Spoonb~, 289 Gt. Blue Heron, 1 and Anhinga, l. - L. Heron bring in nesting material. - Birds came in
on the North East and Southeast. flyways with the East being the heaviest. No boats in
area during flight.
eather fair and partly e}ohdy with afternoon squalls, and winds
fro the Southeast at about 8 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date...................~.~....~.~.....+.9..?.7......':...... ~.h!~~

Date....................J:une....7..,....1957.... ~ ...... W.~m;~ ....~~ Eglades -

No count tonight, but there are still over 10,':'W
White Ibis coming in to roost. Birds came in on North and East flyways with the heaviest
flights between 6 and 7 PY. - No boats in Area during flight - Weather fair and part~
cloudy , almost no wind maybe 1 or 2 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date...."'....... h. .~dw.ij~ ....$~ .....+9..57.....~. . ~rt

... .P.~~c~ Rocsk ba1ictayH- ~d· tFh·o.xt
atnd his wne 5teppaa oy about 3:00 PM,
ue a
us .. come up rom ape a 1 e - e sai
a
here were about 100 Spoonbill around
Middle Cape Canal. - White !Pis, 13,42'7 - Didnot check by clock tonight. Spoonbill, 198
Birds came in on North and East flyways and the heaviest !lights were between 6 and 7 PM.
1 Anhing~, in area - 4'.merican & Snowy ~grets, and L. Heron bring in nesting .material.. N boats in area during flight - Weather fair and partly ~udy with South winds at'° MPH.
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
0

Date......................... J.une....9.,,. ... .195.7.... ~....At... D:uck Rock allday - Did a little painting on the boat Ibis, 4:30 to 5:00 PY, 207 - 5:00 to 6:00 PM, 2.343 - 6:00 to 7:00 PM, 10,425 -

llie
7:00 to
7:30 PM, '567 - Total White Ibis, 13,542. - 1 Spoonbill cane in. - No boats in area during
flight - Weather fair and partly dourly with winds from the South at 20 MPH. This and the
high winds of yesterday is the tailend of the tropica1 disturbance. - Tied up at Duck
Rock for the night.

Date ...................................................................................................

2M·3·!5tl·CP
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R epor t weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
b irds or oth er wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D ate........... ~W':!~... J.Q.J... J9..5.7 ....~......W~A~.... ~Q.. Eglades.,

Stopped at Roys (the hermit) and bought a
1 inch line from him for $10.00 . New Line would have cost about 15. 00 to 20 . 00
No count but there are still over 13 1 000 White Ibis coming in. No spoonbill, 2
and 1 Anhinga came in also. - No boats in area during flight. - Weat~r fair and
cloudy with Southeast winds aboutlO MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

ft . ,
in town.
Gt., !3lue
partly

100

. J!.?. . . .

J:J..1.f. . ~......~~.z.i.#. . . ¥.? Eglades. - Birds that came to roost were White Ibis, 14,426,
Spoonbills, 1, and Gt. Blue Herons, , l. Birds came in on the North and East flyways with
the heavy flights from the East. Didnot check by the hour as I came out in the skiff to
try it out. No boats in area during flight. - eather squalls from about 4:00 PM: till
about 9:00 PM • - Returned to Eglades about 9:.30 Pll arriving in town at 10:15 PM.
Stayed overnight in Eglades.

Date...............J..~~

Date ..................J.)m~ . J .?.,. . . +..95..7....'.':'.'....... Jn. .~g~ades

waiting for Charlie and Paul to bring boats from Tavernie
Arrived with boats about 4:00 PM - Took off to Duck Rock in the skiff. - Birds that came
in to roost were, White Ibis, 15 1 000 1 Anhingas, 1 1 Gt. Blue Herons, 1. - No boats in area
during flight. - Weather squalls from around 5:00 to 7:00 PM, with East winds at 12 MPH.
Birds came in on North, Northeast and East .flyways with the heavy flights from the East . Returned to Eglades arriving there at 9:35 PM. - Stayed overnight in Eglades.,
I

DatePa~....i~61i. · =3·6·:·865·t·o~7.ibb~~~~:~;te~. 7~00 ~~t~:~ ;ii, 46~ ~ T!~~ ~t:6;ls~=r;,!22~:~
1

0

American Egrets, 37 - Anh.ingas., 1 1 no spoonbill. - Birds came in on the North and East
f13wa;ys with t he heavy .tlights from the East between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats in area
during fiight. - Weather fair and cloudy with Southeast winds at about 12 MPH.
Tied up at Duck Rock far the night. - 29 gl gas, 5 batteries, 1 brush, 1 pt turpentine o
D ate .....................!l.w.~ ... l.4.,. ....l.9.57. . ~ ......... W.~A~

to Eglades . - Took Egret out to Duck Rock - No count toiiiiht
on Ibis. - l Anhinga and 2 Gt. Blue Heron came, but no spoonbill. - Birds came in n the
North, East, and East Southeast flyways with the heavy flights from the East between 6
and 7 PM:. - No boats in area during Flight. - Weather fair and cloud;)' with Southeast.
winds at 15 MPH. Returned to Eglades at 9: 30 Pll. - Stayed overnight in Eglades. 86 1/2 gals of gas, 2 - 12 Volt lightbulbs.

Date .... ................. .:J~f'....:L..~, . . ~9..?.7....::. . . . . . t~~

part y arrl •ed about 5: 30 FU die t o heavy squall lJl area.
No can count with everyboey talking. - Capt Rob Thompson on the "Snooky" was also down
with some of the local folks. - No other boats in area during flight . - Weather after
big squall, fair and cloudy with Southeast winds at bout 16 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night. - 45 7/10 gals of gas. -

D at e ........J:une... l.6.,. ....l.9.57 ....~ ....... '.l.'. .9.Q~ ... A~~on

to Eglades as still having
trouble with it. Can't get the audubon hauled till after
Wednesday • - Vhite Ibis.,, 16,_ 271£, also .2 White Peli.cans
Rock. - Birds ca.me in on Nortn and East J:l"J.yWays . - No boat
in area during flig_ht .
eather fair and partly cloudy', no
wind . - Tied up at-Uuck Rock f'or the night.

2 M - 3 - 9 e-cP
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Date .............. ~JlP.f'.....+.7.i ... .+.:9.57....~ .......~~'aj?, ... ~ wont at all now. - Special tour today, Eglades National Park

Board. - eilt out with tour. - ~o count, but about 17 ,000 hite Ibis coming in to
ost• Went back in with tour. Boats in area during flight were the Dora of Naples and tee
Star of Eglades, no other boats in area during flight . - 3 hite Pelicans were on the
Rock. Weather fair and pa.rlly cloud1" with winds from the s. E . at about 10 MPH 0
Caught bus to Miami in Miami vernight . 21 6/10 gal ga s.

Date ............. ~~~....~~..t.....+.9..5.7.....'.':". . . ... .~ . .¥.:~~-"!i at Doctor. - Stayed overnight in Miami

Date ................4.~~

o

.

J9..1.. . .;L.9.$.1.......: ...... Retur.ned to Eglades, No tour today. - Birds that came into roost
were, 19,00 White Ibis, YI Spoonbill, 1 Anhinga, and 1 Gt . Blue Herem. - Birds c~
in on the North, Northeast and East flyways with the East with the heaviest flights,
between 6 and 7 PM. No boats in area during flight . - Weather fair and partly cloody
with winds fro the Southeast at about 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock fo·r the
night.

Date .................J.:un~ ....20.,,.....195.7. . : ".'.......W.~.n~ . . ~o Eglades. -

hite Ibis, 4:30 to 5:00 P.M, 235, - 5:00 to
6:00 PM, 5,450, - 6:00 to 7:00 PM, 12,903, - 7:00 to 7:30 PM, 1,109, - Total hite
Ibis, 19,697. - Spoonbill, 103, - American Egrets, 65, - Anhingas, 2, - Gt . Blue
Herons, 1,.- Birds came in on the North, East, and East Southeast with the heavy
flights from the East between 5:30 and 7:00 PM. - L. Heron bring in nesting materia1 o boats in area during flight . - eather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the
s. E. at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
June 21 1957 - Went t o Egl ades • - No count on Ibis t oriight , but a bout 20, 00 0
Date..
iii;·····~15·c;.... 5. .
ribill cme in. - Birds came in on the North and East .tlyw~
with the heavy flights from the East. - Young birds (1st and 2nd year) ~
Ibis are coming in less iahan they were a few weeks ago . Snowy Egrets and L. Heron
still bring in nesting material. - No bQ'ts in area during flight . - Weather fair
and partly cloudy with s . E . winds at 10 .MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night..
12 1/10 gal gas.

coming . .

Si»oo. .

Date ............... c!.l:l:D.:~.... ?.?...t .....~9..5.7. . ".' ".'........:V.~A~.... ~.~ Eglades, got Audubon hauled after two days of waiting .

Went to Duck Rock in skiff . - Tour arrived about 5:15 PM. (12 persons) . - Raining
when they arrived and rained till about 6:30 PM. No count, but still about 20, 000
Ibis came in plus about 55 Spoonbill. - No boats in area during flight . - Weather
raining until about 6:JO PM, then fair and cloudy . Returned to Eglades at 9:30 PM.
Stayed overnight in Eglades .

.. ??..1 ....~9..~7. ..:-... . . ~!:l...~g~~es on way to Duck Rock stopped
by the ttel!mits - Got caught on low spring tide - could not
~et flooted until after 7 : 00 PM - to late to go to Duck
Hock so returned--to-:Egl.a'des. In Eglades overnight .

Date ........ A~.~

2 M·3 ·15 8 -CP
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Date.......... ~~~ ....?.4.2.....!9..27. . :::....... ~P.-....~.B±~ges working on Audubon . -

White Ibis, 4:30 to 5:00 PM, 269, 5:00 to 6:00 PM, S,914, - 6:00 to 7:00 PM, 14,616, - ?i.00 to 7:30 PM, 973,- Total White
lbis, 21+, 772. - Spoonbill>, 195 and 3 Anhingas . - Birds came in on the North, Northeast,

East, and East Southeast with the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM. - Amer . Egrets and
L. Heron bring i n ne s ting material. - No Boats in area during flight . - Weather fair
and partly cloudy with S. E. winds at 16 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
17 2/10 gal gas.
Date..........~~~ ....~.?..'. ~.9.2?... J.f~n~. . :t.Q.)~glades to get Audubon off ways. - No count tonight, but about
25,000 White Ibis coming iaj no Spoonbill. - L. Heron s bring in nesting material. Three
boats in area during flight, but just fishing. - wea ther fair and partly cloudy with
S . E. winds at 12 llPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

... .

. : ". .

Date..........~~~.....?~.J. ...!9..27.....::. J~.P.:t ...~5?....~.glades for gas for tour . - Call from Miami office to take

tour out as there were only two persons scheduled , - About 25,000 white came in and
3 Spoonbilr,- a rid'"
gi.-·"'13otli' p e'op!e ·were ··rn.t~rested in the birds and the Society.
the man do not re e~e.:r , n~e) was president of one of the Branches, Mrs . McKay
is a member of a Bird Club that is afilliated with the Society. - No boats in area
during flight . - Returned to Eglades with tour and caught the 9:50 PM bus to Miami.
Stayed overnight in iami.
Date......... ~.~~.... ?7J. . ..~9..?.7.....': ...........~. .~.i.:~.i . - Stayed overnight in Miami.

Date......... ~.~~.....?~.,... . +.9..5.7....."."."....... .~.~:!~~n~q to Eglades . - Birds that came into roost were

25,274 White
Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron and 1 Anhinga, plus the usual other sp ecies . - Birds came in on
the North, Northeast and East flyways with the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM. - No
boats in area during flight. - tleather fair and cloudy with squalls ind winds from the
Southeast at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

...

Date..........~:w.:+~.....?9,. . ..+.9.5.7 ... ::::... W.~.nt ~Q...~.glades to gas boats for tour . - Tour party arrived about

5:30 PM, 12 Persons. - No noticable change in the birds tonight . - About the same as

last night. - No boats in area during flight. - Weathe~ fair and partly cloudy with
South winds at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. - 1 can oil, 32 7/10 gal
gas.

Dateo6'··t~~-5~~i9~9.~7..6;Jj~-~~·..1i~g~~e ~S, 71~~i:e7 I~~s7:;b3~M: 0

6

:

2, 126, Total White Ibis, 26, 461 . - No Spoo~bill , 1 Gt , Blue
and l Anhinga . Amer . Egrets & L. Heron bring ih ne stin_g
material . - Birds came 1.n on North andEast flyways . - m>
boats in area during flight . - Tied up at D. R. for night .
2M-3 -H-cP
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NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasolme, oil or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
s~ns met with m. sa~ctuary. areas or taken along•. Mention. any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

+.., . .J9.5.7.....".'.'. ....... ~.z:!..t ...~.9. ...;J!;.g~ades. - No count for Ibis tonight but there seemed to be
an incre~se from the North. - 1 Spoonbill on Rock also 1 Gt. Blue Heron, and 8 Gray king
birds flying back and forth between the rock and ma.inland. - ore American Egrets and L.
Heron bring in nesting material. - Most be about 20 to 25 Amer. Egret nesting on the
island. - No boats in area during flight. - -eather fair and partly cloudy with winds
from the est at 16 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. - 25 3/10 gal gas.

Date.........!!..'W3.....

Date............!!.~....?.1.... . ~9.27. ....'.:. .....9.~.~.~~....~.~s

to Miami to see Doctor. - Stayed overnight in Miami. Got 6 ft. board for audubon and 32 5/10 gal gas for tour Wed.

Date............ ~.~....3...t.....+.9..27. . . :-.......~~.~~~.~.

to Eglades with PaUl and Charlie. - Tour arrived about 5:30 ii
16 persons . - No count for Ibis. Birds that came in were Z7 Spoonbill, 1 Anhinga, and 1
Glossy Ibis, plus the Herons and Egrets. - Snowy, Am.er. Egrets and L. Heron bring in
nesting material. - Birds came in on the North and East flyway with the heavy flights
between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and partly cloudy
with squalls just after tour arrived. Winds from the s. W. at 20 MPH. - Tied up at Duck
Rock for the night.
Date.............~aj,Y. ... 4,, ... J.9.5..7.... '.".'.'. ...... ~.~:rl.~ ....~.~ ... ~glades. - Birds that came to roost were 28, 4'72 White ibis,
74 Spoonbill, ~ Anhingas, 1 Glossy Ibis, plus the usual other species. - Birds still canin
on North and East flyways with the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM. - Three boats passed
through area during flight. To far away to tell who they were. - eather fair and partly
cloudy with winds from South and Southwest at 22 MPH. - Tied up a.t Duck Rock for the night

. . 5.,,.i9.5..7.....~...........~.~~. . !'.~...~.glades for gas 22 gal. - No count on Ibis toru.ght. - Birds
that came into roost were 280 S oonb
, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, 1 Anhinga, plus the usual
other species. - Birds came
on North and East flyways with a few from the N. E. and
Southeast . - Capt. Buddy Daniels on the 11 Fun Hunter11 came down with a couple of State
Highway Patrol. - No other boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and partly cloudy
with winds from the Southwest at 18 .MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date.............~.#.'.f!.

Date...........J.ajJ.. ..~..t ....!.9..5.7.....::. .~~.~.~- . .!'.g. .~~lides

for Gas for tour 21 gal. - tour arrived about 5: 30 PM.
Also M & M elton stopped by - they are from rt. Pierce, Fla. and are living on a house
boat back of rabbit key. - No other boats in area during flight. - Ibis are beginning
to come in later now, almost no birds till after 5 PM. - Quite a few Spoonbill came in
but did not get count on them. - About 30,000 White Ibis coming in. - Birds still using
N & E. flyways. - Weather fair and partly-cloudy with s. E. winds at 12 MPH. - And Hot .Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Date......~.W,.:r. ...7.,.... J9.5.7 ....~. . W..~:ri.~....~.~ ... ~g~ades. - No Count tohight. Capt. Bob Smallwood on the "Hercel Ann" came down with some
Each warden sign or initial here:
of his friends. - After 7 PM I had a 187 Spoonbill and 1
~:,~ ~~~ ~1;d p!i~t~i~u~~ittn w~~'; 1~:ih~l~~h~: at
.. .................................................................................................
10 .MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
.. .. . .................... ....... . . ............................................................."
2 M· 3 • 11 e-cP
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.....~~... ~1. ...

!9..27 . .::. . . ~.~~~. . ~.~. .~8.~des. - White ibis, 4:30 to 5:06 Pk , 74, - 5:06 to 6 :00 Pll,
8,254, - :00 to 7:00 PK, 20,loo, - 7:00 to 7: '30 PM, 2,972, - T~A.ite Thia ;l,ta88. 1 Red
Shoulder Ha.wk on s. E. tip of Duck Rock . 1 Anhinga. C&lle in. o Spoonbill, - Amer. Egrets
and L. Heron bring in nesting material . No boats in area during fiight . - eather, clou.d1"
with squalls and winds from the N. E . and S . E . at 10 MPH. Birds are beginning to come in
later. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
- 25 4/10 gal gas.

6

Date ....J.Jlly....9., .... 19.5.7 ....':'!':...... .W.~.nt.... t.9 ...~g;J..ades . -

No count tonight , but birds about the same. No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the s . E.
at 8 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night . - 28 5/10 gal gas and 1 funnel .

Date ....!!µ;cy: . . :;i.Q,, ... ;J..9..5.7....~ ...........~P.:!- . . ~.~. . ~glades . - O

er
so
e
ul w· th tour . About 32,000 White Ibis, 2 Anhinga s and Gt . BlueHeron. - Amer . Egrets and L. Heron bring
in nesting .material. - Everyone enjoyed the tour o - No boats in a r ea during flight . - Weather
f air and cloudy with winds from the N. E. at 10 MPH. - Returned to Eglade s at 9: 20 PM.

Date........~~ ...

++...t.....19?..7. . '.': .... !.~... ~g'.l.!::c:l."..~ . - White ibis, 5: 00 to 6: 00 P11t, 7, 500, - 6: 00 PM t o 7: 00 PM,
22,746, - 7:00 to 7:30 PM, ~ fS5JJ 1,953, - Total White I bis, 32, 199 . - 1 Anhinga came in also
Amer. Egrets and L. Heron bring in nesting material. - No b oa1rs in area during flight . Weather fair and partly cloudy with N. E. winds at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night . - 24 1/10 gal gas .

Date........~~....l.:?.i.....'.l.9..?..7. ....~....... Y'..~.1:1:~ . . ~.<>. ...#glade s t o gas boat s f or t our

Wed. - 1$

Caught bus to Miami, in Miami overnight .

2/io

gil ga s .

E=::sh:~!; ~~t; ~~:e:~r6v::da~ ~~c~r!:th:tN~~~/M• -

~~e·c;·c;~'?-t!~g~f·:7b{·r~:-~~:i. . t~e

Northeast and East . - No Spoonbill. eather fair and partly cloudy with We st winds aj
B MPH. - No boats in area during flight . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date .....':!.m ... +4..t.....1.:9..?.7.. . .::...~.~. ~~ . . ~.C?. . .~g,;I.ades . - No count t onight a s

could see no change in birds . - No b oats in area during night
Weather fair and partly cloudy with We st winds at 8 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
2 M - 3-!55°CP
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimat e numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date........ ~~ ... ~5...t.....!9.27.. . .::. . . . ~P:1:.....~.9. ... ~8lades.

- No count tonight as Hank Bennett was down with so.me
of his friends. - Birds ca.me in on the North, East Northeast and East flyways with the heav;y
flights between 6 and 7 PM. - 2 Anhingas and 1 Gt. Blue Heron came in, and also Amer. Egrets
and L. Hercn are still bring in nesting material. - There must be about 40 to 50 Amer. Egrets
nesting on the Rock. - No boats in area during flight. - ieather fair and cloudy with squalls
and s. E. winds at 16 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. - 125 1/10 gal gas.

)h.,. . .~.9..~.7.. . ~. . v.!.~.~~ . . ~.?. . .~glades. Gas boats for tour Wedilesdai
oil. - Caught Bus to Miami, stayed overnight in Miami.

Date........~~..

33 2/10

gl. gas and

2

ats.

~itii. ..~~· ~J~,A£~~1'· . j5;6&fwh~t! I~~!:d~sA:i~~:u;n~n~ ~~~Bl~e~o~ ~~~=o~~e s~s:~t o~~=r
0

~s. - No Spoonbill - Amer. Egrets and L. Herons still bring in nesting material. No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and partly cloudy with win~s from the S. E.
at 15 MPH. - Returned to Eglades at 9:00 PM.
Date........~.~Y.....~.?..t. . . ~9..?.7.. . ::. . ~r.1: ...J?..g.J.:".-.c:l~.s .

R~urned to Duck Rock. - White Ibis, 5 to 6 PM, 8,324, to~l Wbite Ibis 35 106 9. - Also had 1 White Pelican
1 Anhinga, and 29 Spoonbill. - No boats in ar~ during flights. - Weather fair and cloudy with
squalls at 5:30 PM, and winds from the Southeast at 18 MPH. - Birds came in on North, Northeast and East flyways. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

-

6 to 7 PM, 23,759, - 7 to 7:30 PM, 2900, -

Date ... ... !l..~ .. .l9_, .... J:9.57... :'.'.".. .....~l:l.t- ...t-.9. ...~glades.

- Returned to Duck Rock. - Big increase in 'hite Ibis,
40,000. - Also ha~~~ poonbill and l Bald Eagle. - Birds came in on North, Northeast, and
East flyways wit~ e heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM. - Amer. Egrets and L. Herons stil.J»
bring in nesting material. - No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and partly cloudy
wi t h winds from the East at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. 25 5/10 gal gas and 2 mantles.

?.#:J.i....?.??.... .l..9.5..7....~... W.~nt.... t .Q...~glades. - Returned to Duck Rock. - Tour party arrived about 5: 45
PM . - No count tonight,birde about the same es last night, except no bald Eagle tonight.
No boats in area during flight. - eather fair and partly cloudy with s. E. winds at 8 MPH.
Tied up at duck Rock for the night.

Date .......

Date .........~.:i43.: ....?.+...1.... J:9..?.7. . ::::...... .9.~.~h.~ . . ?.us

to Miami to see Doctor on
Monday morning. - Stayed overnight in Miami.

Eac~
ha
si
r initial here:
f
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.......J.:~. . ??.,___ . J.:95..7. . . ~.... !.~....¥?.:~.! . . - Hank

in Miami.

was out at Duck Rock for me tonight. - Stayed overnight

Date...... ~.~....?.~ .1. . . ~9..27.. . ~ . . ~~-~-~-~~-~...!'.o

Eglades. - Did some painting on the Audubon As Hank was
down again and wanted to go to Duck Rock. - Stayed in Eglades. - Got 5 6/10 gal gas and
1 qt. of oil and Radio battery.

Date..........~WJ ....~.J.....+.9.5.7 . . ::::.... J;n... ~gi_~g~s

got 26 gal gas and 1 starter switch for Egret. - ~9
persons for tour so I took art o
rt. - ~ut a&l,QOO Wbjj;e
Ibis. - 2 Spoonbill passe • - Birds came in on the North and East flyways with the heavy
'n.ights between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and partly
cloudy wiilh winds from the East at 8 MPH. - Returned to Eglades.

. . ?.?..,.. J9..?.1....: . .Jn.. ~g:!,~g-~s got 24 gal gas, and 6 spark plugs for Ibis. - Birds that
came in were ~2,0QQ Ylbite Ibis, 1 Spoonbill, 1 Bald Eagle, and 3 Anhingas plus the usual
other specie-S: Now have about 500 Man-O~ar birds. - Birds came in on the North, East and
East Southeast flyways, the neavy fllghts are still between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats in area.
during flight. - Weather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the S. E. at 10 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Date ........ ~.4i

Date .....?.?'fl.. . ~.,. . .l.9.5.7. . '.':'.'. .Ji.~nt.....~Q....E.;glades. - Returned to Duck Rock. - Birds that came into roost
were 43,359 hite Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, and 6 Anhingas, plus the usual other species. Amer. Egrets and L. Heron stil~ going back and forth between the mainland and Duck Rocko No boats in area during flight. - eather fair and cloudy and no wind, just hot. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. - 16 8/10 gal gas and l tube grease.

Date .....~~--.?7'- . . ~9..?.7. . . :: . ... . ~P:~.... ~~-...~.glades for gas 15 3/10 gal. and 1 qt. of oil. - Returned to
Duck Rock. - our arr
·
the E et. - No. count as we were trying to
fix egret for trip back. - No soap, so
rlie took all eo le back on Ibis and left E~r~t
f o me to tow in the next mor~. - Tour arrived in he middle of a squall,
cleared
and part y cloudy with S. E. winds at 10 MPH . - No boats in area during flight. - Tied
up at Duck Rock for the night.
Date ......J.:~ . . ??.,,. . .;1;9.27 . . :-.. . ?;~~-~~... ~.~~~t

to Eglades and returned to
Duck Rock. - About 44, 000 White Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron and
3 Anhingas, plus the usual other species ca.me into roost. No boats in area during flight; - eather fair and cloudy with
s. E. winds at 5 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the nighto
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date........ ~.~ ... ?.9...t.. ...:L.9..5.7.....'.".:. .........~.~:!?.....~9....~glades

for gas 10 9/10 gals, and returned to Duck Rock.
Birds that came into roost were 44,000 hite Ibis, 3 Anhingas, 1 Bald Eagle, and 1 Gt. Blue
Heron, plus the usual other species. - Birds came in on the North, Northeast, and East flyways, with the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM . - No boats in area during flight
eather fair and cloudy with squalls and winds from the Southeast at 12 MPH. - Tied up at
Duck Rock for the night.
0

-

Date ........~aj,y.. .J.9.,.....+.9.5..7....'.".":........
' t!'.Il~.....1;,Q...~glades

Duck
Most
than
Duck

to Charlie Bush to work on Egretand 1 mop. - returned to
Rock. - No count tonight as I had a boat down from Everglades with Capt. Albert Daniels.of the birds came in from the East with a few from the North. - No boats in area other
the above. - eather fair and partly cloudy with Sout·. winds at 8 MPH. - Tied up at
Rock for the night.

Date ..........!l..14..Y.: .. JJ.:,, ....19.5.7. ..'.'.'.': .......~.Q .... ~.Q:tl:I.:.

tonight so went to Miami, in Miami overnight.

Date.......A~ . . .~'- . . !9..27. . ::......~.~:t;.~~~~ ... !'.?

Eglades to eet Russ Kinnie and Haas from Life Mag . Met Russ but Haas had gone out with Capt Bob Thompson to Duck Rock. - Birds that came into
Doost were about 45,000 bite Ibis, 3 Anhingas and 1 Gt. Blue Her n, plus the usual other
speci.es. - Birds ca.me in on the Northeast anti Southeast flyways. - No boats in area except
Capt. Thompson. - Weather fair and par'fJ¥ cloudy with Southeast winds at 10 MPH. - Tied
up at Duck Rock for the night.

~~hUlb~·~. . ?.,....l~'-·~11£. . t~~b-tck~R~~a~~s gebi;; ~~~E~~e!~ts tt~;.~~ulda~~. 26 T~~ ;:;; ;e~ !pres

00

sed with ~ oirds . - Set in on conference with them this morning, they want to start shooting .Monday. - Rob Thompson on the Snooky -.as also out with Haas from Life. - No other boats
in area during flight. - Returned to Eglades &t 9:00 PM.
0

0

0

1b~kA~k:· ":~f~1~P!~·s!~~~by~~~o!~s:~ 3~ ~: : rr!~:d ;tu;:c~i;~~~k ~1~:~e ~~f~~ew~~oPM

__:ch
_:ulberg rty anchoredoff Duck p.oclc king_last min~te Elans for
No other boats in area. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. -

6

0

shoot~.

0-

- lo counto -

Di~i·s~·~1In~~l~o~2~. .~~6~n~m, ailG~~YBiu! ~:!o~: '~~ ~b~ · as~ach warden sign or initial here:
No boats in area during flight. - eather fair and cloudy with
squalls and winds from the West at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck
Rock for the night.
(use additional sheet to avow crowding)
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~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
s~ns met with m. sa~ctuary. areas or taken along.. Mention. any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of buds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.. A~.,..... 5..,....1,9.5.7. . . ::::.... ..J!.~P.:~.... ~.9....:§g!-ades

for gas 100 gals, i qt. oil. - Ret urned t o buck Rock. that came into roost were 45,000 White I.bis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, 3 Anhingas, and 79
Spoonbill, plus the usual other species. - Birds came in on the North and East flyways, with
the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM . - No boats in area during flight . - Weather ~ualls
all afternoon and evening till about 9 PM, winds at from 35 to 40 MPH from the South and
Northwest. - Tied up at Duck Rock forthe night.

~irds

Date.. AY.,&..... 9., ... l..9.5.7.... ~ .......A~...P.:w;*. . ~.Qqk

all day. - .::S;:;:h~ul;;,b;::;;e;;;.;;r;,..o.-~!;...c;:
ent over to their boat and was with them till. 9; 30 P
Black Skimmer in area at 10: 00 All. - ueather fair and
the s. E. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.. A~ ......7.,. . l9..5.7..... ::::...... W.~n~.... ~.Q... ~g~ades

for gas 29 gal and 1 qt . of oil. - Returned t o Duck Rock
and
d with the Schulberg party until tour ~rrived . - After tour departed returned to
the Schulberg boat and staye ti"! about PM. 'l'tl'- "No other boats in area during flight .. Tied up at Duck Rock For the night .

Date...A.ug . ....8.,. ....l9.5.7. . ~..... . At....Pµgk . .~J:?.9k all day o

-

W
~i
;:!;.·t~..w.iiM.w.W.W~mWili.!~~~~,~~..'I~~~~ · -

No boats in area during the flight except the above .

night .

Date....Aug . ....l.O., .....l.9..5.7.... :'.'.".... ~~.~.~n~.~L.~P

Eglades with PaUl and Charl i e. - Tour arrived about 5 : 30 PM o
Birds just about the same could not notice arry change would say that there are
Whit
· s. - No Spoonbill - 200 to 250 Purple Martins passed over tonight . - No <Aher bot.
in area during flight . - Weather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the S. E. at.. 10 MPH
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.A~ ...!!.1......~?.27 . . : . .~.~.~~ . . ~.~...~&.?;;~des . - Ibis dropped ott toriighi
only 43/l.~ ~ in, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 3 Anhingas, and 1 Bald
Eagle ill area . - No boats in area during flight . - Weather fa ·
with squalls all evening. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night .
2M - 3 -!58·CP
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Date.....A:ug...... l .2., .... i.9..5.7.... :::: ...... Y.V.~P.:~....~.~...~J5lade s. - Caught bus

to llhami, in Mianu.

overru.ght.

.

Datt·~~.!..:~~~.t~9?7Pi·;. . j~;~~~ 7o t!g~;~ 8PM: ~~i;~, l~i~~t~ltolhi~~u I~~~, ~~5°42::~u1 t~t~ ~~;
H;ron and ? Anhingas. - I am inclined to agree with Bud Kirk that the Anhingas are nesting
on the Island as they are around all day. - About 5QQ Jlri!le Martins pa,lSs~,d over t.9night.
No boats in area during flight. - eather fair and partly clou.dw with squalls in ehe
afternoon with winds from the Southwest at 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.•

Dat~...~lli!'.! ....¥1-.i.O~riI.9.?.7... ~.......W.~.~~. . .~?. ...~.glades for gas

31 5/10 , 2 qts of oil, and I gil ofl copper
y one person schedulea for om-, office asked if I would take her out.• Took tour, or go
er n
u s ' e was member of the Society and is quite active in
Junior Club work in her school. - Weather fair and clear with Southwest winds at 8 MPH.
No boats in area during flight. - Returned to Everglades at 8:45 PM. - Stayed overnight
in Eglades.
1-'•d.rlt. -

Date......Aµgµ_~rt.. ..l...5..,.... l.9.5.7.... ::::.... .'!~.nt. ....t..9. ...Eglades for gas 26 2/10 gal. -

No count tonight as Capt Rob
Thompson on the 11 Snooky 11 was down with some of the local folks. - Was over with them so
only answered questions. - Weather fair and clear with South winds at 10 MPH . - No otaer
boats in area during flight. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date..... A:µgY.~.t. ....l6., ....l957.... ~ .. .W.ent.....to...Eglades for gas 21 3/10 gal. Birds that came in to roost were

42,000 White Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, 5 Anhing~s, plus the usual other species. - About
300 Purple Marina passed over just at sunset. - No boats in area during flighto - Weather
fair and p:.rtly cloudty with Southeast winds at 16 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night.
Date ..... :!\~. ~. ...+.7. 1.....;l...9..~.7.. ...:: .......... ~.P.:~ ....~.9. ...~glades. - Tour arrived about 5: 30PM. - Had extra boat to bring
out part of the tour. - No count.. - To maey people for anything. - No other boatsin area

during flight. - Weather fair and partly cloudy with
up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date ..... #.\:gg . . 1$.,,....19.5..7....:::-J ...~.P.:t..... t..Q...:!l!g;!,.ades. -

s.

E. winds at about 12 MPHo -

At Duck Rock but no
count as Capt Albert Daniels was down with s ome of his
folks from Gorgia. - No other boats in area. - Weather fair
with squalls in the evening. - Tied up at Duck Rock for
the night.

2M·3 ·!511-CP
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...... A~.~.....~9. L

.. ~9.5..1.. ..:-.. ... .~~P~ ....~£ ...~glades for gas 37 gal. 'White Ibis, 5 to 6 PM, 3,767 - 6
to 7 PM, 34,418 - 7 to 7:30 PM, 2,975 - Total White Ibis, 41,160. - 1 Bald Eagle on Sandbar at Northwest tip of Duck Rock. - 5 Anhingas flying back between Duck Rock and the
mainland. - About 300 Purple Martins came over. - No boats in area during flight. - Birds
came in on the North, East and Eastsouth East flyways. - Weather fair and pi.rt~ cloudy
with winds from the Southeast at a?out S MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night 0

. . ?.9..i. . . ~9.~7....::......... . ~P:~....:t":-.!?.... ~glades to have Audubon ha~'4,e ~ ve acoupl~ oI leaks.
Got Audubon hauled about 2:30 PM, Took Egret out to Duck Rock. - No count tonight as Capt
Albert Daniels was out with some of the chuck folks. - No other boatsin area during flight.
eather fair (now) and cloudy with squall off and on all evening. - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night. 2 gal Copper paint and 2 Qts of White paint for .Audubon. Gas 4 6/10 gal ancdi
1 qt of oil.

Date .... .4.'~.!

Date..... ~~.!.....~.1.....~.9..27.....::..... ~~P.:~.... ~.2 ...~glades

for gas for tours 23 9/10 gal and 2 bolts and S washers
for Audubon. - Both boats were used for tour so I didnot go out to Duck Rock as Audu.ban is
on the ways. - Charlie said .that
about 500 Purple
Martins flew over. - Stayed overnight in
"'
... -~
Eglades . '

Date......Aµg ..... ~.~., . . l.9.5.7. . .~ . .G.~. ~~.g. . :$.gr..~t

17 8/10 gal. - Got Audubon ff ways. - Birds that came into
roost were about 40 000 hite Ibis 3 Anhingas, 2 Gt. Blue Herons, 3 Spoonbill. - Birds came
in on the orth Eeastnorth East, East, with the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM. - No
boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and pi.rtly cloudy with winds from the Southeast
at about 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. -

. . . ?.J?.. J?..$.7.. ::. . . . . .~.trt.....:t.Q. .~g des for gas and water pump, 22 9/10 gal. - Caught Bue to
Miami.T In Miami overnight. -

Date.... .A.~.~

Date...... A:µg.!!.....?.4.J.... J:9.5.7....::::.......~~.~~P.:~.~ ... to

Eglades with Paul and Charlie. - Tour arrived about 5:45 PM
about 10 people. - Very boring group. - Last tour an glad. - No count tonight. - Weather
fair and partly cloudy with Southeast winds at 10 MPH. - Capt. Rob Thompson on the 11 ooI<T'
was down with some ofthe local folks. - No other boats in area. - Tied up at Duck Rocl<k for
the night. -

Date...:A.::i:iE.~.....?.5...t.....!9..2.7.. . .~........~~!'.....~.?....~~.µ'.des

to get Audubon and Ibis re
Each warden sign or initial here:
for the trip to Tavernier . At Duck Rock but no count as getti
ready to move onto the Egret. - No boats in area during fligh •
Vf.e ather fair and partly cloudy withs. E. winds at 8 MPHo ied up at Duck Rock for the night., 2M .. 3-S8-CP
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...!.L.~. ! .....

$.1... ..!.9./?.7.. . :'. . . ..~.~.~~~. . ~.~ . .~glades for gas for trip to Tavernier,, U'.5 7/10 gal and 4 qts
of oil. - 25 5 10 gal for Egret, tape, wire,socket. - Birds that came into roost were 37,0CD
White Ibis, 5 Anhingas, 1 Gt. Blue l'feron, and 5 Spoonbill, plus the usual other species.
1 Bald Eagle on Sandbar Northwest o.f Duck Rocko - Birds came in on the North and East f].y"ways with the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats in area during flight . -Weather
fair and cloudy with winds from the South at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

. ..?.?..'.. . .f?..?.!.. . .-: :. )~.~~~- . .~.?.. .~~.;aaes for gas 15 gal. - No count as Capt A:lbert Daniels was
down again with some of the local folks. - Birds about the same, did count 17 Spoonbill. No boats in the are& during flight except the above. - ~eather fair and cloudy with squalls
and winds fro rmthe s. E. at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date.. A~.~

Date .... Aug ...... 29., . ..19.57.... "" ....1.ent;l::D.o.. Eglades

for gas 17 9/10 gal. and 1 qt of oil. - Birds that ca.me
into roost were 35,363 White Ibis, 2 Anhingas, 3 Spoonbil.l, plus the usaal other species. about 250 Pur le Martins were over again tonight. - Lighting struck the island some time
yesterday as one of e trees is .:tlDal down. - No boats in area during flight. - eather
fair and cloudy with squalls all evening and winds from the Southeast at 16 MPH. - Tied
up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date .....~.µg_,.... .J.Q.J .....+.9.5.'7.....'. '.". . Yi.~.~!-.....~9.....~.81ades

for supplies. - No count tonight, birds just about the
same as last night. - No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and cloudy with squal.ls
and winds from the Southeast at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Dll,te1 .;.;;.~~.~.. .. ?..;!.:..,......ld9..~} ....-s. . f~~~Ii·~ . .~&1 adesth. - B:i::~s tthhat . came. into ro oS)alwere 30,~00 Wfiite Ibis,
> n..ill.u.ngas an o poonu , p us e USl.l.¥..1. o er species. - 1 B d Eagle l.Il area, plus
about 200 Purple Martins. - Birds came in on the North, Northeast, and East flyways with
the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats in area during flight. - eather fair
(now) and squal.ls all afternoon and evening, with winds from the Southeawt. at 18 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

5

1

Date ...~.~.P~.... .+.,, . . J.:9..5.7.... :::: . .W.~.D-.t ...~9. ...~.gf..:~des

for gas 15 gl. - No count
tonight, birds j ust about the same. - No boats in area during
flight. - Weather fair and cloudy with Southeast winds at 10
MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
2Nl·3·1511-CP
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concentrations.

Date.......§~.P!i.!..... ?~9.5.7....::...'.... ~.n~ ....:t!.9 ...~_g_1.~des

fro gas 25 1/ 10 gal. - Still about 30, 000 White Ibis
coming in, also 3 Anhingaw, o5 Spoonbil1, plus the usu.al other species . - 1 Bald Eagle
in area. - No boats in area during flight . - Weather fair and cloudy with winds from
the Southeast at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
"

Date.......§.~P~..•.....:3..1. ... J.9.27... ::...... Y'.!.~P.:~. ..~g···~glades

on Way to Miami. - Stayed overnight in Miami .

Date...........~.~P.~..!.....4...t.....~9..2.7 . . .'.: '....... ~~.~~.~~.~

to Eglades and Duck Rock . - White Ibis have dropped off
again. - vhite Ibis 27,419 , - Also 2 Anhingas, and 1 Gt. Blue Heron came in, plus the
usu.al other species. - About 300 purple
rtins flew over again. - No boats in area
during flight. - 11 eather fair and cloudy with Southeast winds at 10 MPH. - Tied up at
Duck Rock for the night.

Date.......$..e.pt.... ...5.., .... l.9.57....:'.'.': .......At. ... P..µc;;.k.J~ock

all day. - No count for Ibis tonight as I was watching
the two Bald Eagles that were in the area. - 1 of the ~agles was chasing a L. Heron all
over the place, did not catch it . - 2 Anhingas and 2 Spoonbills came in. - Birds came in
from the North, Northeast and East flyways with the heavy flights from the North between
6 and 7 P • - No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and cloudy with squalls and
winds from the Southeast at 12 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.......S..e.pt........6.,....19.5.7.... : :-: ...........e.nt.....t.9. . ~glades

for gas 23 2/10 gal, 1 mop, stove ~uel, staples, hose
2 hose clamps , 1 switch , 30 ft wire , and 1 paint brush . - No count tonight
for Ibisri:>ill
as
.
there was no noticable change . - 4 Anhingas and l.Gt. Blue Heron came in. - 1 Spoo
and about 25 Nighthawks passed over. - Birds came in on the ~orth, Northeast and E~st flyways w.ith the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM . - eat~er fair and partly cloudy with Southeast winds at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night . -

. Rock all day. - Lots of ac tivity on Island all dq, looks as if
some of the young are out of the nest . (Amer. Egrets and L. Heron and maybe Snowy) . -White
Ibis, 5 to 6 PM, 2,582 - 6 to 7:15 PM, 22, 955 - Total White Ibis 25 , 537. - I. Glossy Ibis andi
1 Spoonbill passed over . - 5 Anhingas came into roost. - No Boats in area during flight . eather fair and clouc\Y' with squalls and winds from the Southeast at 16 MPH . - Tied up at
Duck Rock for the night.

Date ......?~P:\;.....! .....7.1. . . .:1.:9..27.... ::: . .....~.~ ... P..~~~

nat~ra;£1!~····~5·!~·~7 c;·;e"l~~·~·Prii~·f. .!~~!~ ~ig~t!~~~!. 5~ N~~~;~s

6

0

in
Each warden sign or initial here:
area during flight. - i~ eather squalls and cloutjy all afterno n
and evening with winds from the Southeast at 18 MPH .
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
(Use additional sheet to avoi.d crowding)
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or ot.her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...9.~P.~.~ .... ~,.... J.9.5.7. . ::.......t'.P:~.... ~.~...~g!ades.

- Birds that came in to roost were 25,060 White Ibis,
1 Gt. Blue Heron, and 3 Anhingas, plus the usual other species. - 7 Nighthawks passed over.
2 Bald Eaglew on Duck Rock , rest of the birds gave the eagles plenty of room. - Bird$
came in on the Northeast and East with the heavy flights between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats
in area during flight. - Weather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the Southeast at
B MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date......9.~.P.t.... JQ,, ....1.9.5.7.....:: . .Y.!.~9.!-....:!?.9.....~.glades

and caught bus to Miami. - Stayed overnight in

Miami.

±9.. ?.7. . :-.. .~.~~.~~~~ . . to Eglades. - .1:3irds that came into roost were, 24,629 white
Ibis, 5 Anhingas, and 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus the usual other species. - Still have ~out
300 Man-0-War on Island, some of the males with red pouches. - 1 Bald Eagle on Sanci>ar. Fun Hunter with Capt. Buddy Daniels in area during flight, no other boats. - eather
fair and partly cloudy with East winds at B MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the nighto

Date......9..~P..~.~ ....J.J..2.....

Date......$.e.P..t ....l.~,. . . 1.9.5.7....:: . . J~.~:!?. ....~9....~.glades

for gas 24 4/16 gal. - No count tonight. - Hua
Schulberg, Bud Kirk and the director for the picture were down to give the director
a look see.
as over on theie boat. - No other boats in area during flight. - eathBr
fair and partly cloudy with East winds at 14 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night o

Date...... ~t~P~..! .....;L.?..1. ....!9t.?..7

:: I t .._b~cI~t...~oicb~ all Aday~ ....:._Hot HitiCH doing today. - Birds tnat came into
roos were aoou 24 , 0 0 0 •u e
is, 1 nh.l.U6.. , 2 Gt. Blue Herons, plus the usual other
species. - 9 Nighthawks passed over. - Birds came in on the North, Northeast, and East
~1.yways with the heavy flights between 6 and 6:45 PM. - No boats in area during flig}lt.
' eather fair and cloudy with few squalls, and winds from the Southeast at 15 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date....... ~.~P~.~ ....+.4.,.... J9..5.7 ....: :-........~.tl:~....t...9.... ~glades . - Birds that came into roost were about 24,000 V1 hite
Ibis, 2 Anhingas, 1 Gt. Blue Heron and 104 Spoonbill, plus the usual other species. - Birds

came in on the North, Northeast and East flyways with the heavy flights between 5:.30 and
6:30 PM. - No boats in area during flight. - eather fair and partly cloudy with South
winds at 16 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Date ..........~.~P~.~ .....~.?...t.....~.9.. ?..7..~ ........ ~.g-~ ....~.C?. ...~glades

for gas 23 4/10 gal and

4 qts of oil.- No count tonight as Easterly wave passing

over. - Just rain and more rain with winds from the Southeast at 20 to 25 MPH. - No other nuts in area. - Tied up
at Duck Rock for the night.
2M·ll·118-CP
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Date........~~.Pj..,,,,.)A, . ...+.9.5.7. . . :::: . .!. ~.~.'!?. ....!:.9....~glades for gas 12 9/lO gal. - No count t onight • - No boat s
in area. - •eather squalls and winds 25 to 30 MPH from the Southeast . This is the tail end
of the ~asterly wave passing over . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date........9.~.P.~.~ . . :1::7..1......~~.~7. . ::::. A~. . P.:i:i.~~ . .~ock all day .
Not much going on I ew ! mer. and Snowy Egret s
L. Heron and a couple of Anhingas flying back and forth . - Still about 23, 000 v1hite Ibis
coming in. - Hirds came in on the North, Northeast and East flyways with the heavy flights
between 5: 30 and 6 :30 PM . - No boats in area during f light. - Weather fair and partly cloudy
with winds from the Southeast at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date........S..e.pt... ....1$..,,....J9.5.7....::::........~.n.t. ....t..9. . .~glades. - No change in birds just about the same as yest erday . No boatsin area during flight . - Weather fair and clear with Southeast winds at 8 MPH. - Tied
up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date........ :?..~PY.. ~.....:L.9..1. .... :1::9..5..7.....: ....\'.'.~!1~.J.?. . ~glades . - Caught bus t o i i airii., Stayed over night in Miami .

Date.........s~.P..t........~O..t.....+.9.5.7.. ...~ . . ~.~.~.~.~~.9:. to Eglades . - Bir ds that came int o roost were 23 ,2!75 ihite
Ibis, 33 Spoonbill, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus the usual other species . - 17 Nighthawks passed
over. - Birds came in on the North and East flyways with the heavy flight between 5:30PM and
6:30 PM . - No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and part13 cloudy with squalls and
winds from the Southeast at 5 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
Date.........§.~.P!'..! .... ?.~.?.... . P.?..?.?....::::. J.~.n.~ ....t9. . .Eglades

for gas 12 gal. - Bi rds about the same as l ast night.
No Spoonbill came in . - 3 Gt . Blue Heron and 2 Anhingas came in, plus the usual other species .
No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and clear with winds from the southeast at
10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ......9.~P.t..~ .....g?., .... J9.5..7 ....::... W..~P.:!'.. . ~.!?.... ~glades .

- no count t om.ght .Some of the local folks were down in a small boat forgot their
names. - No other boats in area during flight . - Weather fair
and clear with Southeast winds at 5 MPH. - Tied up at Duck
Rock for the night .
2M · 3·1111-CP
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birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
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Date.......9..~.P.t..~ .....23.,,.....+.9...5.7 ...:::~. .....~~.nt . 1-.Q...Egladeso - Caught Bus to Miami. - Stayed overnight in

Miami.

- Got gas 19 4/10 gal .

Date...... §.~P.~.....~.....~.,. .. J,..9..5..7....'."."........
' W.~.P.1-.....t.9. Eglades. - Birds that came in to roost were 21 1 418 White
Ibis,, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 6 Anhingas, plus the usual other species. - 2 Bald Eagles on sandbar off Duck Rock, also 2 Spoonbill passed over. - Birds are coming in on the North aid
East flyways with the entire flights gets in between 5 and 6: 30 PM . .. No boats in area
during flight . - Weather squalls and cloudy with winds from the Southeast at 7 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

... .?.~. 1.: !.92.Z.

_Date.........e.~~~.~

...

f,.W.~.~~ui~ ? ~glades. - Got card t o get flu shot, so caug ht bus t o

.-::-... ..

1
Miami . - Stayed overru.gh

1n

~. am:i. .

Date.......... 1?..~rnt..~.....29.:,. . . J9..5.7. ..'.':'.'. .. ... R~.~~~d to Eglades. - Birds just about the same
White Ibis coming in plus the usual other species, also 1 Gt . Blue Heron,
~ Brown Pelicans . - Birds still coming in on the North and East flyways .
during flight . eather squalls and cloudy with Southeast winds at 10 MPH .
Duck Rock for the night.

still over 21 1 000

3 Anhingas

md

- No boats in area
- Tied up at.

Date .........§.~P~.!.....?.7.,. ...+..~2.7.. . .::. . . ~ . ~.D:~ ....~~ Egl.ades for gas 24 1/ 10 gals and 6 spark plugs . - Engine
giving alittle trouble: . - Returned to Duck Rock and changed plug.s . - No count tonight. . No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and cloudy with winds frcm the Southeast.
at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night . - Think engine needs valve job .
____.....__¥$__,.,....-

~

1DG1t~ . .B·i~~t.H~~~~· · !~·~7·7·3·· · s;~~~blf1E~!:~e~:o~ ~~~1i3a~~~~ fa~• ~n~~~t!~~~!e o~h~~~e i:a:~8:.
No boa.ts in area during flight . - Weather fair and clou~ with winds fran the East at 12 MPH.
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date ........§.~P~....?.9.1..... ~.9..~.7..~. . ..: ....~.~ ....~-~~~-· tonight. - No boat s 1D area
dur ing flight. . - ieather fair and cloudy with squalls and winds
from the Southeast at S MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock f or the

night .
(Use additional 11heet to avoid crowding)
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Date..S.e.pt. ...... 39.,,.....i.9..57.....".".".'.......~. ~.n.!-.....'!?.9.}~.glades

Birds that came into
usu.al other species.
other boats in area.
Tied up at Duck Rock

for gas 20 gal., 6 cans stove fuel and 1 brush.
roost were 19,891, White Ibis, 1 Anhinga, and 146 Spoonbill plus the
- Mrs . Cook from the Bank was down with a few of her friends, no
- Weather fair and clear with Southeast winds at 16 miles per hour. for the night.

Date.... .9.~~.! .... ;J,.,, .....+.95..7 ....~....... ~~~.P.-.'!?. ....~.9....~.g.lades

for 1 pt . turpentine, doing iittie painting on Egret. Did not count Ibis tonight. - Others that came in were 209 Spoonbill, 5 Anhingas and 1 Gto
Blue Heron, plus the usu.al other species. - 1 Bald Eagle on island Northwest of Duck Rock. No boats in area during flight. - · eather fair and clear with Southeast winds at 10 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date.........9..g.~..L ..g_Jt .....~9..5.7....::...Yf.~.~~ ....!'.g. . ~.g;J..ades

on way to Miami. - Stayed overnight

in

MiimI.

D~~mini~\~~2.:. .jR~. ·i~i~ci:Jb'i11: iEft~a;~:eni!~~k !~c~. ;nh~~ ~~::t t~'~u.a~b!~~e!s:ecies.-

0

No boats in area during flight. - eather .fair and partly cloudy with Southeast w:indsat
8 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date..........0.c.t ......... .4.., .... 19.57... .... ~ ...... W..~.nt. ....t.9.

Eglades for gas 10 5/10 gal. - Birds are getting jumpy not sur
of count as they came in and part of them took o.ff again. - Some circled only and then took
off. - Count as was, was 18,545 White Ibis, and 1 Gt . Blue Heron. - Still about 300 Mm·-0-War
birds on Rock. - Weather squalls and cloudy with Southeast winds at 12 MPH. - No boats in
area during flight. - Tied up Duck Rock for the night.

D~~ain9~~~ht~·[·~Ir~fi~n:~~na·~\~~:;a~::;i~g~~ ~our;} s!~~~~~~ ~:m!h~. a~e N~pb!~t!h~s::at!:~
ing flight. - feather .fair in afternoon, now squalls and cloudy with East winds at 8 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date...........9..~t.. !. ....

$.. . . ..J.:9.27......:::. . !.~.~P.:!'. ....~.9.... ~glades for gas 12 gal. Ibis
still at it. - 18 ' hite Pelicans passed over headed South. No boats in area during flight. - vi eather .iir and cloudy with
winds from the Southeast at 5 PMH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for
for the night.
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Date.......Q.g_t..~.....7..t.....:1.9..5..7. ...'.':'.'.......yv:~-~.~ ....~.~-...~.glades for gas 9 3/ 10 gal. - fbls more settled tonight (with
the additions and subtractions hope this is right) White Ibis l.J+,409, 1 Gt . Blue Heron,
plus the usual other species. - 3 Bald Eagles on sandbar off Duck Rock ( 2 adults and l.
young). - Birds are only coming in between 5:30 and 6:30 PM now from the North and East . No boats in area during flight. - · eather s<Dialls and cloudy with Northewst winds at
18 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Date..........9.~tL.?..t... J.9..5..7.....'.':'.'... .....~:Q~....~.9....~glades for gas 11 6/ 10 gal. - Bad storm fu area did not
leave Eglades. - Stayed overnight in Eglades.

Date..........9..~~-~ ....9...t. . J.9.5..7. . .'.':'.'....9".~."!?. . .~....9.~.~--· oil. - Took trip up to Alli gat or Boq nad marshes in that
area with Buddy Daniels . - Not much bird life only saw 1 Bald Eagle, 1 Anhinga, 37 White
Ibis, and a few L. Heron. - ater in marsh was from 1 to 2 feet. ent by Duck Rock
on way to Eglades. - No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and Cloudy with
almost no wind at all. - Stayed overnight in Eglades.
Date...........9.~.t.. L ..lQ.,.... J.9.5..7....'.':'.'..... . W.~.nt.. . t.Q .. Eglades for 5 flashlight batteries. - Birds that came :mt o
roost were 13,671 bite Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, and 1 Anhinga plus the usual other specieso 1 ood Ibis on I sland Northwest of Duck Rock. - No boats in area during flight. - ieather
f a ir and clear with Southeast winds at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date...........9.g,t.. ......+..i., . . :i.9.5.7.~.....':'.'.'.......J: ..~~.~9: . Eagle on Duck Rock at 8: 36 AM. - Went t o Eglides f or gas
17 6/10 gal. - Birds that came into roost were about 13,000 White Ibis, 4 Spoonbill arrl
1 Gt. Blue Heron, plus the usual other species. - Birds are coming in between 5:30 and
6·: 30 PM with the flights from the North and East. - 1 Wood Ibis still on Island Northwest of Duck Rock. - No boatsin area during flight. - eather fair and clear with Northwest winds at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Dal'ish~<flg··· u~?.in*~kaffa~%¥i~-e~ba~~l:_dBir~~ ~~r1:1~:t a;~s~g b~~!!e!: :: ~';!: ~e~. ::~!ts,
0

11

and L. Heron, didn't see any hite Ibis. - as in the area from 10:30 AM. till 2:45 PY~ 1 Bald agle on Jewell Key on way to Duck Rock. - Birds that came in were 12,278 White
Ibis, 2 ood Ibis, and 2 Gt. Blue Heron, Plus theusual other species. - l boat in area
during flight . - Capt Warwick and family . - eather fair and clear with west winds at 8
MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

c.~~t. . ~~~i~·~£·:. ·:. · f:~~-s~~·0!~~~e~a~r ~a=~6 1 2&~~ ~~~;

DNte..
;eron
4 boat s passed during flight, none stopped so do not know who
they were. - leather fair and clear with almost no wind. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
2 "'·3· ll'5· CP
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Date...... .9.~~.. . ...Y.b....!.9..27. . . ::::.... . ~nt.... t.Q....f\:glades. - No count tonight as Ibis are still about 12, 000 0
Other birds that came into roost were· 2 Gt . Blue Heron, 3 Anhingas, plus the usual other
species . - 1 Bald Eagle in area first on Sandbar off Duck Rock then on Island Northwest of
Duck Rock . - No boats in area during flight. - 1/eather fair and cloudy with winds from the
Southeast at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. -

Date ........ .9..~.:t.,.....+..5.i . .J9..5.7 ... ::::. ... ~.nt. . . t.9....~glades

Date.............9..9.t. ..... +..9..,.....1.:9..5.7 ....~.... ~.t4.1.:l . . .~n

on way to Miami . - Stayed overnight in .Miami.

Miami .... Stayed overnight in Miami . -

Date..........9.9.~.".....1.:7.,.....+..9..5..7 ....:: ...~.~.'~1:1!.1:?.~4. ... to Eglades. - Birds that came into roost were 11,610 White
Ibis, 62 Spoonbill, 2 Gt. Blue Heron, plus the usual other spe cies . - Birds came in on the
North an ast flyways . - No boats in area during flight . - Veather fair and cloudy with
squall s and winds from the ~ outheast at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night . Counted 51 V· hite Pelicans that passed over on my way to Duck Rock. -

Date......... .9.9.t......... 1$.~ ... .l.95.7....:::: .......•.!.t'.~rt ..~.9. . .Eglade s for gas 25 4/ 10 gal . , also can of paint remover. 9 hite Pelicans and 2 Wood Ibis at outside entrence of Sandfly Pass . - Birds that came into
roost were 11,000 white Ibis, 45 Spoonbill, 2 Gt . Blue Heron, plus the usual other species.
No boats in area during flight . - ~ eather fair and clibudy with no wind. - Tied up at Duck
Rock for the night.
Date ........ .99.t..L.l.9., .....1.:9..5.7.....~...~!.~Jrt. ....1?..c>....~glades for gas 11 3/ 10 gal.- Bi r ds
about 11,000 v~ hite I bis , 25 Spoonbill, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus the

that came int o roost were
usual other spedies .....
2 Bald Eagles de arted Duck Rock at 5: 45 PM. - Rob Thompson on the "Snooky" was down with
a party to see the birds.- No other boats in area during flight. - Vi eather fair and partly
cloudy with Southwest winds at 16 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the nighto
Date .......... 9.9.~.~ . . . ?.9.i.....?::9..~7..~. . .'.: . . .!.~.1:1~.... ~9.. igl ades . - Northeast st orm
area sta.yed in Eglades . - inds from 35 to 40
Ho
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Date......... 9.~.:t..!... . gl,..t.....l.:9.5.7. ...'.':'.. . ....l.;P.:...~g;4,.,qes. Northeast storm still in area. -

' inds from JO to 35
.MPH. - Stayed overnight in Eglades o - llorked on Egret . - 8 ft molding and 1/4 lb nails.

Date.........9.c;:.t.~.....?.?.,, ... .+.:9.57. . ::...... q.9.:!;..... &~.~ ....16 6/10 ,pt turpentine and 1 gt. paint . - Birds that came into

roost were 7,129 hite Ibis, and 2 Gt. Blue Heron. - Birds ca.me in on the North and East
flyways .... 2 Bald Eagles in area. - No boats in • rea during flight . - 'I eather fair and
part ly cloudy with winds from the East at 20 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date........ 9..c;r~.~.....?..3.,.....+.9.5..7.,..... :'."."........!!.~.n!-.... t-g. Eglade s. - Took day off.

Date........ .O.c.t.......24.., .... l9.57........~........J;:n. ...~g:µ.,des . -

ent up Panther Creek to check on reports of Ibis nesting
No sign of any birds or of any nestingo - No count tonight as Ibis are about the same as the
22nd. - No boats in area during flighto • Weather fair and cloudy with Northeast winds at
18 .MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the nighto -

Date.........9.c.t. ........2.5..,.... .l9..5.7..... ...~ . .W~nt.... t...9. ..:Eglades for gas 17 3/10 gal.- Birds that came into roost were

6,542 hite Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron and 1 Bald Eagle, plus the usual other specieso Birds came in on the North and East flyways with the heavy flights from the East. - Birds
came in between 5: 15 and 5~45 PM. - 9 Spoonbill flew over. - No boats in area during
flight. - eather fair and partly cloudy with Northwest winds at 16 MPH. - Tied up at
Duck Rock f or the night. Date........ .9.~.~.!.....?.9..,. . .+.95.7.~ .... :::: ...~v .. ~.~.~ ....~.9. ...Eglades for gas

14 3/10 gal. - No count tonight as birds
about the same as last night. - No boats in area dwing flight. • Weather fair and clear
winds from the Southeast at 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date ........ .9.~.h.....?.7..t.... .!95.7.,. .... :'.:'........ ~.~.~ ....~.9. .. Eglades o - Birds that came into

roost were about 6,000 White Ibis, 2 Gto Blue Heron, plus t
usual other species .... No boats in area during flighto Weather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the So E . at
10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock fo,r the nighto
2M · 3 -!18-CP
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Birds that came into roost were still about 6 ,ooo
White Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, and 3 nhingas, plus the usual other species . - Birds came in
on the North and East flyways with the heavy flights from the North. - 1 Bald Eagle in
area. - No boats in area during flight. - eather fair and cloudy with Southeast winds at
8 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date.........9.Y.t....L .. ?$..i ... .+.9.5.7.~.....:-......~.~.t>:t......t.. 9...Eglade s.

Date...... .9.9.Y.. ~ .... ?9.1. . . J.9.5.'7.. . :-.. Yl.~nt... ...~<?.....~glades

for gas 42 9 / 10 gal and 4 qts of oil, 5 batteries, 1
condencer, and 1 set of points to make trip to Tavernier . Birds that came into roost were
4,257, 1 Gt. Blue, 3 Spoonbill, plus the usual other species. - 2 Bald Eagles were in area
tonight. - No boats in area during flight . - Jeather fair and partly cloudy wit h Southeast winds at 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night . -

Date..... .9..9..i?..~......29. 1.... .+..9.?..7. ....'.7.'........... ~.n~.....i?..9..J~gl.ade s

Stayed overnight in Eglades .

to make trip . - mix up on day to make trip . -

Date ...... .99..~.~. . J.i,.....+.9..~.7 . . ~. . ~.~~.+.l . .~!-....~verglades

city. - Stayed overnight in Eglades .

Date..... N9.Y..~.... .+.., .... J..:9.5.7....::... §~.~g.... ~.1?. . .:E.:Y.erglades

city - SUJDl6Uf Paul arrived at 3:00PM to make trip
to Tavernier. - Left Eglades at 4:00 PM made it as far as Sandy Key - Stayed overnight at
Sandy Key. -

Date .....~.9.Y..~.....?.J.....~9..27.. ..::.......~.~.'.r..~~.~....e~ndy

Key at 7: 00 AM arrived at Tavernier at 9 ;<;)0 AM. Charlie was there and brought us up to Miami . -

Date.................................................................................................. .

2M · 3 -!IS-CP
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Date....~Y. ....~~.h....::. .P.~Ptl::r..~~.9-....~.a.:Y.~.~!!-.~er

with Charles Brookfield for Everglades • - ~, ent by
Flamingo- Whitewater Bay and Shark River . - Arrived in Everglades at 7:00 PM. Spent
night in Everglades .

Date...........~.Y..... ±5...t.... .'.l.9...5..~... ...::. g.9.~ . .g~.S......?5 1/10

gal, rope, batteries and caulking.
Not nany birds
at Duck Rock - o~y counted the Vhite Ibis tonight and there were only 2 l, plus about
150 Man-0 ar, 600 L. Heron, plus the usual other species . There are L. Heron, Snowy &
American Eg:bets, B. Pelicans and Cormorants nesting on the rock. Few Grayling Birds
around . - No boats in area during flight. - vv eather fair and partly cloudy with winds
fron the s. E. at 20 H. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

¥i.'¥.. ..X?..~ . .~?.?.. ..::. .A:t....P~S?.K ..~.9Ck all day Not much going on /xcept the birds nesting.
hite Ibis 161, 90 less than last night, 51 Amer EgDets and 326 SniMy Egrets, plus the
other usual species. L. Heron still about the same as l~st night . - Heavy flights coming
from the East with small flights from the North and s. E. - No boats in area during fl.ighto
vv eather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the East at 15 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night.

Date..........

..
- 1 qt paint and light bulbs. t
Due
ock to amount to anything . Ibis still about the same no noticable change in the
numbers of any of t e- .. i t s ·; - ~o boats in area during flight . - eather Fair (now) and
cloudy winds from the ~ast at 15 to 20 H. Squalls in the are• all after noon . Tied up
at Duck Rock for the night .

Date..........~Y ... 17.,. . .+..9.5$.. ..'.':'.'........... ~J:rt. ~.<?....... glades

Date .. ....~Y... +..?..LJ.9..~.~. . :-... . . .A.~. . I?..1:1~.~... gock

all day - St i l l not much going on just t he nesting
birds in and out all d y. - Looks s if things are picking up a little we are up to
250 Ibis again other birds just about the same .
Things do not look so good from this'
point, will e
ve eno ht birds to run the tours by june 2lst1 - No boats in area
during
ight. - feather squall.a off an on all day winos fran the East at 15 to 20
H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date .................................................................................................. .

Date ...................................................................................................
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-,

to get stove . - None in Eglades . - Stayed overnight
in

iami.

D~~d·· ·i!~i~·;.Q;~"b. ··~~a·I· ~ · · ·~~X~·~~.~~~o~g~j}~ s ~al' G~t_ s~~~l:!~k~~~e ta~:f~' B~~~~~~~~e~~m~i:t ~an,
roost were 317 White Ibis, about 90~ 1 . Heron and one spoonbill, plus the usual other
species . - No boats in area during flight . - v~eather fair and partly cloudy with squalls
in the late aftlernoon, winds from the East at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night .
I

Date .........~Y. ....?.+.,.....J.:9.5..?.. . ~............~r!:~....~.<? ...~glades

- No change in number of Ibis coming in,
ot
oo
od . - Vater very high in glades ma.y have something to do with it . - irds are
reported -to be further inland. - No boats in area during flight . - Yhat few birds xx
that came in came in from the East and a few from the N. E. - Weather fair and partly
cloudy with afternoon squalls , winds from the east at 15 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night.

Date.......~Y ....?.?..-...J9.5.$.....~ . W~.P.t.....t..9. . .~.g,;J.ades

for screwdriver, jar, turpentine, Icepick and canvas .
No count tonight as it is raining and I mean raining. A easterly wave is passing over
or is about to.
inds from the East at 20 to 25 MPH, and still raining . - Tied up at
Duck Rock for the night .

.'.. .

Date ....¥.:a.'!. . . ~:J.

. . : : . .. .

~9..?.~
$.t..:j,JJ....~~i..tiing . - -ent to Everglades for gas 19 7/10 gal. - Still
raining. - Returned to Duck Rock at 4:30 PM and still raining . - No count to much water
never saw such weather since last yea r . - No boats in area (I was the only c11azy persen
out in this mess) . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. - Still raining . - Winds from
the East 20 to 25 MPH.

Date ......~.Y..... ?4.LJ9..2?. . .::. .~!'.~.+.~ . . E~.~~ng .

- \ ent to Eglades for caulking andf'll 1 / 10 gal ~.
Rain stopped about noon today . - Birds that came into roost were 507 White Ibis, 75
Spoonbill, i Glossy Ibis, 1 Barn Swallow, and about 250 B. Pelicans and Cormorants,
plus the usual other species . - Birds came in from the East , North, and Northwest, with
the heavy flights from the East . - No boats in area during flight . - eather fair ani
cloudy with winds from the East at 18 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date........May... .2.5., ....19..58.... :::: ... At.... P.:uc.k ...R.o.ck

change in t he number of bi rds
the spoonbill, had about l~O .
flign • - 'W eather fair with a
the East at 12 MPH. - Tied up

all day . - No noticable
that came in tonight except
- No boats in area during
few local squalls, winds from
at Duck Rock for the night .
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?.9..,. . J..9. .5..?.....:::-........~nt.-. . to Eglades for supplies . - Birds that ca.me into roost were
940 hite Ibis, 1 Glossy Ibis, 127 Spoonbill, plus the usual other species . - Birds
came in on the .North, Northeast and East flyways with the heavy flights from the East. . No boats in area during flight . - ' eather fair and partly cloudy with squalls, wings
from the E st at 16
H. - 1ied up at DuckRock for the night . - Rain f 11 for the
22nd, 23rd, and 24th of y was a little over 8 inches .

Date...... ...............~Y. ....

Date............¥.~Y. ....?.7 .t... .J.9.5..$.....:-: ....... . . .~.11~ ....:t..9.... ;E:glades,

then to Mia.mi . - Stayed overnight in Miami .

i~~~.;~~~J.i~$JA~er~-~~~~t-~~e~~, E=~~d:~;u~ ~~d~n~~;\~;:~s ~~~u~ ~~~ :::1a~~~~r ;~~ie s .
0

Date ....

2

Looks like alot more vhite Ibis coming in . - Birds came in on the North, East,and
Northeast flyways with the heavy flights from the East . - No boats in area during
flight . - Weat her f air and clear with wind from the Southeast at about 10 MPH . - Best
day we have had so far. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
Date...........l.4.Y. ... 29. ........19.5..$.....:::... ~ ...~.D:t. ....:t..9.... ~glades

for gas 25 6/ 10 gal ~lso to get engine checked giving
a lit tle trouble . - Birds that ca.me into roost were 1574 lhite Ibis , 4 Spoonbill and 1
hite Pelican. • Pelican must have gotten lost . 7 Laughing Gulls and 1 Osprey i n
area . - No boats in area during flight . - Weather fair and partly cloudy with winds
from the Southeast at 8 H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ........... ~Y. .. .30.,.....i.9..5..$.. . :::... . 1\.t. . .P.µc;;K . ~.ock

Ali> day . - ent on Rock to put up signs . - Counted about
150 nest, most of them were L. Heron, Snowy and Amer Egrets about 60 nest , plus about 75
B. Pelican and cormorant nest . - uite a few young L. Heron feeding along the edge of the
island . - No count r No boats in area during flight . - veather f air and clear with almost no wind . - Ti ed up at Duck Rock For the night .

Date .... ......~Y. .. J;!,..,. ,. +..9.5..~. . :: . . . .~~-~P.:};....~.2...:Eglades

- Birds . t hat came into roost were 3305 White Ibis,
about 150 L. Heron, lus the usual other s ecies. About 250 Man-0-l. ar over island,
and 4 Black crown night Herons . - No s poonbill. - Birds came in on the North, Northeast ,
and ~ast flyways, with the heavy flights from the Northeast . - No boats in area during
flight. - ~v ea ther f air and partly cloudy with winds from the .li:ast at 10 to 15 MPH . Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

. .~.?.....~gla!des . - No noticalbe change
in t he no of birds coming in tonight . - No boats i n area .
Weather fair and clear with Southeast winds at 8 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ............. ~.~~----~.1- .....~9..?.?..~ ....... Y.~.~~-

2M·3°!18°CP
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1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...........................D.u.ck . .R.o.c k ... .............. .................................................STATE .......... fl:Q;r.;i._g~...............................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES .....!l.w:i.~.....~ ....t.hr.µ.... ~~~ ....?..J....J.:9..5..$. ..............
NOTE:

~eport.

weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasolme, oil or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of pers~ns met with m. sa~ctuary. areas or taken along.. Mention. any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date......~lID~....4,.....l.9.5.$........ :::: ......... ~.~nt.....

:t.9.. . ~glades

to get bus for Miami . - Stayed overnight in

i~ .

Date......J.:un~....3., ....::L.9.5$........ ::::.......R~.t..w.n~.Q

to Eglades . - Birds that came into roost were still abrut
JJ,000 white Ibis, 2,000 L. Heron, plus 2 Anhingas, plus the usual other species . Birds coming in on the North and East flyways with the heavy flights from the East .
No boats in area during flight . - Veather f ir and partly doudy with local squalls and
winds from the Southeast at 10 MPH. - Tiedup at Duck Rock for the night .

Date..........~:i,m~.... 4.,..... +.9.5?.. . : :-.........~.~ . .:P..t.1:9.~...~ock

allday. - Amer, Snowy Egret s ,
bring nesting material . - Also 2 Anhingas in and out all day
noticable change in the number of birds coming in . - No boats
Veather fair and partly cloudy with local squalls , and winds
about 8 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

L. Heron, Pelicans still
may be nesting . - No
in area during flight .from the Southeast at

Date..........~-~~ .... 2.1.....+.9..2?. . . ::... . (~.P.:~ ....~.?. ... ~~

a es
cans
and one small brush. - Birds that came into roost were J , 752 hite Ibis,
other species . - 7 Spoonbill passed over heading Southeast . - No boats in area during
flight . - Weather fair and clear with winds from the East a 10 to 15 MPH. - Tied up
at Duck Rock for the night .

Date...........J.:~~. . .

evening .

$..,. . .~.9..5..$. ..:-...... .W.~.D.~ ....1?..9....~gl

des.
No count t onight squalls all afternoon nd
- No boats in area during flight . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

j
Date .......... ~.~~ .

..7.,....~.9.2.$.. . ::::.....J. .~.~!-.....~.<:>..}~glade - Bi r ds that came int o roost wer e 5,4S3 White Ibis,
2 Anhingas , 6 Gray Kingbirds, plus the usual other species . - No spoonbill, but 2 passed
over heading Southeast . - One fisherman in area during flight , but not in flyways . veather fair and clear with winds from the Southeast at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night .

Date ........... ~.¥.P.:~ .....$1..... +..9.~.?.

....:::........... ~.~.~ . ..~.~ . .~glades
No count t onight.
No boats in area during flight . - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
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sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..... ~'9P.~... 9., ... : L.9.5.$: ... ::::..W~n~.... t.-.9.....:Ji!.R:J::ades.

- C.u.ught bus to Miami . - Stayed overnight in

Miami.

Date.........J.::gp~....::L.9 1.... J.9.5..?.. . : '.'. . J.J}.... ~~ ....Having

canvas

shade made for Egret . - Stayed over night

in Miami.

Date.........J.::gp~. Jd..t.....~9..5..?. ....:::. . .~.~.~.~P..~.4. ... :to

Eglades . - Birds that came into roost were about 6 ,000
hite Ibis, 2 Anghingas, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus the usual other species . - Birds Cam!
in on the North, Nortmast, and East flyways, with the heavy flights from the East . No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and partly cloudy with local squalls and
winds from the S. E. at 10 to 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date............ !l.1m~ ... J.?., ....19.5.$.....~ . ... :..~P.::t.~2 ...~glades.

- No count tonight . - Just rain and more r ain
must have been 2 or 3 inches. - No boats in area. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night.

Date ........ <l."'9P.l!'.... JJ..,.... ::L.9.~5?.. . :'.".' ...~.~.~~ . . ~.<? ...~glade

for
that came into roost were 6,753
ite
other species. - Birds came in on the
heavy flights fran the Southeast. - No
clear with winds from the Southeast at

gas 25 gal, 1 can paint and 1 brush. - Birds
Ibis, 1 Spoonbill , 1 Anghinga, plus the usual
Nurth, East and Southeast flyways with the
boats in area during flight . - Weather fair Qz'ld
10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for t he night .

Date .........J.\ln~... l4.,,. ....l9.5..$.....~...W..~nt.....t..9....:Eg1ades.

- No count, no noticalle change- No boats in
area during flight . - feather fair and clear with winds from the South at 15 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date ............J.une .. 15.,....JJ.5.8 ....~........ ent ....t.o

Eglades. - Birds that came into
roost were 9,174, 1 Anhinga, plus the usual other species .
No spoonbill. - No boats in area during flight . - v~ eather
fair and clear with winds from the S. W. at 12 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the ni8ht . (Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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NOTE:

~eport.

weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
lme, oil or. pa~ purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with m sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings· any disturbance of
birds or ot.her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting: feeding or nesting
concentrations.

f'!.'.. . .~.9..?..$.. . ~. .~.~!?:~....~.?..... !.~vernier t o hel p Cfiarh .e br i ng the other boat s t o
Everglades. - Boats not ready so stayed overnight at Tavernier .

Date........~.~.~....

Date........... ~.~~ ... J.$...i ....!.9..2.$.. .::. . A~.....!!-.Y.~.t~ier.

- Boat not fini shed till t o l at e t o st art f or
Everglades. - Stayed overnight in Tavernier 9

Date............~\ID.~.... l.9.,.....i.9..5..?.....'.'.'.....P..~~r.~~.4..

Tavernier with Paul Drummond on the Egret for Everglades.
Arrived in Everglades at 12:00 noon. - Gased Egret 34 4/10 gal and 2 qts of oil .
Departed for Duck Rock . - No count tonight . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

/

·fn~i~Z~·~·=·3 . .~.~~i. .i·rri!~~~~;:a;~~s t~!r~=~~a ~t~:~e s~~~~e ~~o~tB~~~: !~~itivv ~!te

North, Northeast and East flyways with the heavy flights from the East . - 3 Spoonbill
passed over heading Southeast. - Black Crown Night Heron with nesting material came in . No boats in area during flight . - Weather fair and cloudy with squalls and winds from
the Southeast at about 12 MP ' - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Datett>ii;1f ..

June 21 195 - ~ven
o verg a es . - our onig no coun Dade county commission. - All seemed impres sed with the show of birds , would say
about 12, 000 hite Ibis ciJD.e into roost . - No other boats in area during flight . i1eather fair and cloudy with local squalls and winds from the Southeast at about
10 H. - Tied up at Duck Roe for the night .

............... .................. .....1. ...........................................................

. . ~P...~glides . - No noticable change
the number of birds coming in. - No boats in area during
flight . - vveather fair and cloudy with squalls and winds
from the outh at 10 MPH . - fied up at Duck Rock f or the
night .

Date ........ ~.w.1~.....?.?.2.... J9..2.?. ....-:: . . :i~.~.~~

2M · 3 · !18-CP
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any un sual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds o erved at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date......~.~~.....?.J..-'.....+.9..?..~. . : :-........~~-~-~-~- ...~.~---~verglades

Gaught bus to

Date..........~.:!lP.:~.....?4. L

for gas §6 gal, batteries and bulbs . iami . - Stayed overnight in iami .

J
+..9.?..$.....: :-. .....~.~-t."!J.r.n~g to Eglades and Duck Rock . - Birds that came into roost were

..

16,000 White Ibis, 57 Spoonbill, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, about 2, 500 L. Heron, plus the usual
other species . - Birds came in on the North, Northeast , East and Southeast flyways with
the heavy flights from the East between 5 and 6 PM . - No boats in area during flight . eather cloudy with squalls during the flight and inds from the Southeast at about 10
H. - Tied up at Duck Rock fo the night.
Date............. !l..w.:i~.....~.5...1....1.:9..5.$....::::... ~~-~.P..°l?. ....~.9. ...Eglades

f er gas 4 gal . - Tour tonight no count . - Still
over 16 , 000 hite Ibis, plus 61 Spoonbill, 2 Glossy Ibis , plus the usual other species . No boats in area during flight except tour boats . - ea ther cloudy with steady dol'lil pour
during tour and winds from the Southea st at 6 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

J

.l. ~.nt.....t.9. lgiades for bulbs. - Birds that came into roost were about
16,500 White Ibis, 99 Spoonbill, 2 Anhingas, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 4 Gray Kingbirds . - Birds
came in on the North, East, and South east flyways with the heavy flights from the Southeast between 5:30 and 6:30 PM . - No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and partly
cloudy wihh winds from the Sou/heast at 12 to 16 H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night.

Date............. J..une... .26.,....19..5..8....'."."..........

V

Date.............~.WJ~.....?.7..t.... J.95..?. ....'.'.'.'........~P.:~.... ~.Q ... Eglades

for gas 29 1 10 gal. - o coun tonigh as 1 is
r aining so much . - About 300 Man-0- •ar over the island soring in the wind . - No boats
in area that l could see . - ea ther squalls and squalls, just a rainy evening. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

/
Date ........... !l..w~ ....~$..,, ....l..9.5.$.....:::-............~P.:~...J.9

Eglade s . - No count tonight tour due in afew IDJ..nute s. bout 17 , OOO hite Ibis came in . - No boats in area during flight . - 'V eather fair and
cloudy with squalls and winds from the East at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night .

Date ....... ~J.me.....Z9..,,.... .l9..5..$.....:::...Y!.~P.:t ... t.-.9.... ~glades .

- Birds tonight were
17, 415 White Ibis, 2 Anhingas , 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus the
other usual species. - Birds came in on the North, N. E . ,
East and s. E. flyways . - No boats in area during flight . eather wame as last night . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night .
2M · ll · !lll·CP
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~

Date........~~~....3..9.1....!9..5.?. . .::.......J.~gt . ~.2...~glades

for gas 46 8/ 10 gal, 1 bulb, 1 light fixture . Caught bus to Miami. - Stayed overnight in Miami .

I

Date........~}:lJ.Y.....~.i.... ~9..2?. ...::.......~.t'..!'.~~~-~- . -~o

Eglades and Duck Rock . - Bir ds t hat came i nt o roost were
19,000 White Ibis, 1 Anhinga, 4 Gray Kingbirds, plus the usual other spe~ies. - No
spoonbill. - Birds came in on the North, East ~nd Southeast r.Lyways with the heavy flights
from the Southeast. - No boats in area during flight. - Weather cloudy with squalls omd
winds from the Southeast at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date........J..ulY..... ~,.....l..9.5.$. ....".".':.......~.n~ ....t..9. ...E.&1-ades

for turpentine, brush. - No count tonight tour . Only 1 boat. - Still about 19,000 White Ibis, 1 Spoonbill . - No boats in area durgng
f light . - eather cloudy with squalls and winds from the Southeast at 12 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

/

Date............!l.:i4.Y. ... 3....... :+.:9.5.$ ... -:: .... W.~P.Y.... ~.9.... ~gldes

for saw and battery .
were 21,450 White Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, 1 Anhinga, 3
other species . - Birds c&me in on the North, East, and
heavy flights frcm the Southeast between 5:30 and 6:30
flight . - Weather fair and clear with squalls from the
Tied up at Duck Rock for the ·ght.

- Bi rds that ca.mi: int o roost
Graykingbirds , plus the usu.al
Southeast flyways with:ll the
PM . - No boa.ts in area during
Southeast at 15 to 20 MPH. -

Date ...........!l.:9+.Y....4.t... J9..2?. ... ::: .......1#..~.~~--··!'.?.. . . gla

es . ,
Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, 2 Anhingas, 2 Gray Kingbirds, plus the usual other species . No Spoonbill. - Birds came in on the North, Northeast , East , and Southeast flyways
with the Heavy flights from the Southeast . - 1 Boat in area during flight , "Diana" .
Weather cloudy with continous squalls winds from the Southeast at 20 to 25, MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for th~ight.

Date........... .~-~Y. ....?i. . .1.:.9..?.?.....::.......~v..~P~....~.~...~glades

f or Tissue Holder . - Tour t onight no count. Only 1 boat . - Birds still the same as last night . - No boats in area during flight. •eather cloudy and fair with Southeast winds at 8 to 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night . -

j

Date .........~µlY.....9...t.....i9..5..?....::.. ~~n.!'. ....~g···-~gla.des .

- No count t oni ght got
out to Duck Rock to late to get a count . - No boats in
area during flight . - Weather fair and clear with winds
fran. the s. E. at 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
nite .

2M·3 · 118·CP
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sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate n
hers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.......... ~.~ ...J.?. . . . :t.9.. 2.$....:::.......Y~.~~-

. . ~9....~gfa des

f or Bus t o Miami. - Stayed overni ght in Miami.

Date..........~~ ....$.1 . . ~9..?..?.. . :: . . . . R.~t..µ±.n..~.9: ... to

Eglades and Duck Rock . - Birds that came into roost were
30 0
A,ite bis, 2 Anhingas, 2 Gray Kingbirds , 78 Spoonbill, plus about 3500 L. Heron
and the usual other species. - About 400 Man-0-War birds on the Rock now . - Birds came
in on the North, Northeast, and East flyways with the heavy flights from the North. No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and partly cloudy with squalls in the
area and winds from the Sout ast at 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date..........~.~Y ...9..J... . ~9..?.. . . ..:-....... J~.!.!:~ ....~.?. ... ~glades

or
batteries, 1 flashlight and 41. gal
gas
Tour tonight no count . - Birds about s-.me as last night with the exception of the
Spoonbill and there were 103 . -.Birds still caning in from the North, Northeast and East
flyways with the heavy flights form the North. - No boats in area during flight . eather fair and partly cloudy with squalls and winds from the Southeast at 8 MPH . Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
0

-

al

Date..........~~Y. .. J.9.J .....~9.5..?. ...::...... ~.~.~~. .. ~.c:>... ~glades

for gas 20 gal. - Birds that came into roost were
'5iz257 ~h.ite Ibis, plus the usual other species. - Biggest jump of Ibis this year most
o
g lights c me from the Northeast, also about 3,000 came in just before dark
between 7:15 and 7:30 PM. - Lasts of rain back over the mainland during the flight,
wonder if this had anything to do with the increase . - No boats in area during flight . -eather fair and partly cloudy with squalls and wnds from the East at 10 MPH . - Tied
up at Duck Rock for the night
Date............. ~~..JJ.:,, ....!9.2?..... :-....... ~!. ~.P.:~ .... ~.~ glades for gas
ga , and 25 gal. - Birds that came into
roost were still over 4b.Q.OO W~te .IQis 137 Spoonbill, 1 Anhinga, 2 Gray Kingbirds, about
3,500 L. Heron, plus t fie usual other species . - Birds came in on the Northeast, East and
Southeast flyways with the heavy flights from the East . - No boats in area during flight . I eather fair and cloudy with afternoon squalls and winds from the Southeast at 5 MPH. Tied up at Duck Rock for the night •

./Eglades . -

Date ................~.~Y.....+..?., . . J.9.5?.....::.....'... ~P.~... -~.?.

Tour toni ght no count . - Bi r ds about t he same
as last night. - No boats in area dw:ing flight . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date..................~:µ:I,Y,: ..

.±J..,. . J9. ?..?.....:::........~P.:~....~.~ Eglades . - Bi rds that came i nt
roost wer
· e J9 · s, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 2 Anhingas
plus the usual other species . - No spoonbill . - No boats
in area during flight. - Veather fair and partly cloudy wi
windsfrom the s. E. at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for
the night .

2M- 3 -!111-cP
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birds or o~her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
/

Date ......... ~.~....'.!04. .... ?......~.? .?..~

~mt.....t..Q...Eglades for gas 30.3 gal.
Stayed overnight in iami.

. . :.. . .

Date..........!IW,.Y: .. J.5.,, . . .J.:9.5.?.. . ::::... ...J.:n... ¥..~.~·

- · ent

Caught bus to

ami. -

to Doctor missed 1: 15 bus to Everglades. -

Stayed overnight in Miami .

/
I

D~te...........~.P.J..:Y. . . ?::7..?. ....~9..?..?. . . : . .W.~nt.....t..9 ...~glades for gas 13.1 gal. - Birds that came into roost
~~~,......~~~_...b
~i~
·s, 2 Anhingas, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, 4 Gray Kingbirds, about 4,500 L.
plys the usual othet s pecies. - Still abo
·--.~ b~d.q o.o. ..the ;l.sland. Came in on the Northeast, East , an - outheast flyways with the heavy flights form
East . - No boats in area during flight. - eather cloudy with squalls and winds
the South at 5 to 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

were:
Heron
B:irds
the
fro

v

Date...............~Y.J..Y. . J..$.,.....~9.5..~ ....': '....!!.~.~-~- . .~.?... Eglades.

Ibis,
came
East .
winds

- Birds that came int o roost were 55,000 vmit e
1 Anhinga , 5 Gray Kingbirds, 2 Spoonbill, plus the usual other species. Birds
in on the North, Northeast , and East flyways with the Heavy flights fran the
- No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and cloudy with squalls and
from the Southeast at 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date ........... July. ...19.,. ...19..58 ... ~.........en.t.....tQ.. Eglades
night. - Birds still about the s~e

for hose 37 . 5 gal gas. - No count tonight tour
as last night. - No boats in area duing flight.-

Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date .........J:u].y: ...2.0., .... l9..5.$..... :::-.......~~-P-.~ ....~.~ ...~glades .

- No noticable change 1
number of birds c cming in tonight, still
i te Ibis. - Each warden sign or initial here:
No boats in area during flight. - Weathe
air and c
with winds from the S. E. at 8 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night.
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NOTE:

Date..... ~~Y ....?J.: 1 ... J.9..?..~. . :-.. !. .~?.~.... ~.~... ~.~~ades

on way to Mia.mi . - Stayed overni ght in Miami.

Date.........~~Y. ....?.?..1..... .~9..2.?. ....:::... . . :R,:~.~~.~~§

to Eglades and Duck Rock by way of Bird key. - Birds tnat
came into roost were 60,000 White Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, 2 Gray Kingbirds, plusthe
usual other species. - Birds came in on the North, Northeast, and East fly ways with
the heavy flights from the North. - No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and
clear with winds from the Southeast at 5 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date.........~~Y. ....?.2..?.....~.9..2.$.....:::. . ~~.~?.~ .... ~.?.... ~~lides

for gas for tour 2'.t.I, I bilge pump, wire clamps nfPple
t ape staples. - Onl two
tour so was ask to take them out . - No count for Ibis
still about 60,000, ha
Spoonbill, 4 Gray Kingbirds, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, plus the usual
other species. - No boats in area during flight o - Weather fair and partly cloudy with
East winds at 8 to 10 MPH. - Returned to Eglades at 8:45 PM. - Stayed overnight in
Eglades .

Date.........!l..m....?.4..i ... .19..?.?..... ::.......~.~...~.S~.~~.es

got 1/2 moUlding to repair side or Audubon, got caught OJi
piling as tide w nt down rip: ed off about 2 . feet. - Returned to Duck Roe • - Biros tnat
came into roost were
000
· e Ibis, 176 Spoonbill, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, 2 Gray Kingbirds,
2 Anhingas , plus the usua o her species. - Birds came in on the North, Northeast, and
East flyways with the heavy flights form the Northeast. - No boats in area during flight. eather cloudy with squalls and winds fromt the est at 8 to 12 JIPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night.
Date..........4:µJ.,y ....~.5..,. ...+..95..?. . . ::::........... ~.~~.... :!?.~....Eglades to put moUlding on Audubon, had to get an6Cfi6f p!ece. Got moulding on and returned to Duck Rock by way of bird key, all quite . - Birds that came
into roost were still 62,000 vhite Ibis, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 4 Gray Kingbirds and 1 Anhinga. Still about 400 Man-0..JNars on island also about 7 5 Cormorants and about 35 B. Pelicans . Birds came in on the North and Northeast flyways with the heavy flights from the Northeast.
No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and cloudy with winds from the Southeast
at 10 to 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Go gas 21.+.4 gal.
Date.......J.:W..Y. ....69., ....19..5..$....'.'.'.'...... Jr.~.D.:t ....!?..Q...:§glades to get Audubon as we fuive t our tonight, - No counC. Birds same as lwt night. - No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and partly
cloudy with winds from the S. E. at 10 H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night. -

Date

Julv 2,7

19.58 -

ent to Eglades

o ge

gre • -

····· C3e··'·:tfft?... ?"e5?"st;··'\)1ere· · ··~1'.»0'Ut 65, 000 fhi te Ibis, 3 Anhingas,

4 Gray Kingbirds plus the usual other species. - Birds
came in on the North andEast flywa~s with the heavy fligh
from the ~ast . - No boats in area during flight. t Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
2 M- 3 - 9 e-cp
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?.§.. . ?.~.'. ..~.?..?.~
~.P.:~....~.9.... ~glades for gas 45.3 gal and get bus to
Stayed overnight in Miami. -

Date.......

... :. . .. . .

Date..........~~Y. .... ?9..J..... ~.9..~.?.. . : :-. . ... ~.~t..'Y.!.r.!-.~.g

to Eglades and Duck Rock. -

ami . -

Birds th~ t came into roost were

65,000 vhite bis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron, 7 Gray Kingbirds, 3 Anhingas, plus the usual other

species . - Birds came in on the East flyway with a few from the North . - NO boats in area
during flight . - neather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the East at 12 to 15 MPH . 1 Bald eagle on sandbar Northwest of Duck Rock . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
Date........ }.~.~Y. ...:?.9..~ . ...~?..2?. . .::::........~.P.:~ ....~.9. ... ~glades .

- Tour toni ht onl
e ao I went out with Paul
on Tour . - Birds about same as last nig • - No boats in area during flight . - Returned
to Eglades with tour at S:45 PM . - Stayed overnight in Eglades .

Date........ A.~.!:Y.... .?..~t .....~9..?.?. . .::. . ~.~.~.~!'.~.~.~....to

Duck Rock by way of bird key. - Everything seemed okay. No count tonight as Capt Rob Thompson came out with aparty of local people and tied up to
my boat. - No other boats in area during flight . - Tied up at LJuck .H.ock for the night .

Date........ A~g.~.S..~ .... ~.J.....+.9....?..?.....:::-........~.P.:~....t..9..};glades

for gas 27 . S gal . - Returned to Duck Rock. - No count
again tonight but birds still about the sa.me. - Capt Rob Thompson was out with another
party from Sarasota to see the birds . - They tied up to my boat again. - No other birds
in area during flight. - 1ico up at Duck Rock for tne night .

Date........ A~~ ....?J.....+.9.5..$.....: :-.........~~mt ...~.9.

Eglade·so - Tour tonight no count , still 65, 000 hite Ibis .
No boats in area during flight . - Weather fair and clear with Southeast winds at g MPH.
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Dat~oo~~:~e 36·5;6.gg···wt1\:i-~·~'f~Is~g;a1~in;a~~r~sG~~; \ ~:~i!~~~
plus the usual other s necies . - Birds came in on the North
and Southeast flyways with the heavy flights from the North .
No boats :tn area during flight . - ~·1 eather fair and clear wi
winds from the S. E. at 5 MPH . - Tied up t Duck Rock for
aM-He-cP
(_Use additional sheet to avoid crawaing) the night .
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Date..... A:µgµ_
ey,t.. . 4.,....19.5.$. . . ::::........~f.~n:t..:!:t.9... ~glades

for gas and oil 25 gal & 2qts . - Patroled by Bird Key
no one in area, also went by Pavillion Key. - Birds that ca.me into roost were
000 V hi te
~' plus the usual other species. - ~~
d his wife... c~m~ out to ~ee the fli~ht come in.
No other boats in area during flight . - l eather fair and par tly cloudy with winds from the
Southeast at 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date.....~~~.!-.....5..i . . J9..5.?. . .::. . 9.~~ . . ~:l.-:~.... ~.ay

went by Bird key and Pavillion no one in area either place. Birds that came into roost were still 65,000 White Ibis 5 Gray Kingbirds, 3 Anhingas,
42 Spoonbill, plus about
a~ bords. - Birds came in on the North, Northeast and
Ea st flyways with the Heavy flights fran the East . - No boats in area duing flight. ·eather fair and partly cloudy with winds fran the Southeast at B to 10 MPH. - Tied up
at Duck Rock for the night .

. . .~.9..?..?.....::. .W.~.~~. . !-.~...~~lades f or gas 19 1/10 gal.... Tour t onight no count o No boats in area duing flight. - Weather fair and cloudy with winds from the Southeats at B MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock f or the night.

Date.....~.~K'?.:~~.J.,

..

Date..... ~~~~.!'. .. ..7. 1. .... :1.-:9..?.$. ...::...\1.~.!.1.~ ~?.....~.glades .

- Caught bus t o Miami. - St11.yed overnight

lll

Miami.

Date..... A:µ@.~.t.....?...t.....;l,9..5..$. ....:::... ~~-~.~-~~-~....to

Eglades and Duck Rock by way of Bird Key, no one in are& .
Birds that came into roost were still 65, 000 White. Ibis, 3 Gray Kingbirds, 2 Anhingas,
plus the usual other species . - About 50 Purple Martins flew ov~r headµig South. - Also.
a couple of Black Terns in area . - o 1)efaf,s 'irl area during :flight . - Birds came in on the
North, East , and Southeast flywayw with the heavy flights from the North. - Heavy flights
are starting to come in just after 6:00 PM . - eather fair and cloudy with winds from the
South at 5 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
Date......!:~JJ,gust.... 9.,, ....l9.5..$..... : :-........~.nt... J.Q....... gla.des for gas and oil 21 gal and 4 qt s . - No count t onight
tour. - No boats in area during flight . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Dat=~!~~\3~ea~li~!r~c~;....i~f·o~~~o:~n~e~~ ~t~~lttb~, ~~o ~~it
0

Ibis, 3 Anhingas 5 Gray Kingbirds, plus the

~sua

other

s~c

~o boats in area. during fl:i,ght. - Weather fair and clear wit
winds from the S.E . a~ 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for

the night .

2M·3·11fl·CP
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n"aie..........µg~§:\:-....JJ..,... 19..5..~. .::....9~~....~.;hJ..: ... daY at Duck Rock . No count weather lousy rain almost ~1 day .

No boats in area during flight . -Anyone would be stupid to be out on a day like this . Checked with the weather station in Eglades on tuesday and they had recorded 6.42 inches
of rain in 4 hours. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the Night .

Date.....A~:µ.~.~ . . .:l:.?.,. ....;:l.9.2?.....::. .W.~.~Y..... ~.9....;Eglades

fo r switch, hose and jack clam.po - Returned to Duck
Rock by way of Bird Key no one in area . - Birds that came into roost wer e 6 0
•te
Ib .
1 Abhinga, 3 Gray Kingbirds , 1 Gt . Blue Her on, plus the usual other species . Birds still coming in late after 6;00 PM, from the North Northeast , and East, with the
heavy flights form the Northeast . - No boats in area during flight . - Weather fair and
cloudy with winds frcm the Southeast at 10 to 12 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the Night .

Date......... ~.n:!t.....~.Q ...~g~.q~.§ ....~.9. ....9..h~.9.k....9.n

tour . - Tour tonight no count . - Tied up at Duck Rock for

the Night . August 13, 1958

Date......... ~.n:t.. . .t.9... ~gJ~.Q~.~ .... 9n. . }!~Y. ... :t.<?....:Miami.

August 14, 1958. -

- Stayed overnight in Miami. Charlie and Bob Allen out at Duck Rock tonight .

,
Date.....Aµ,g-µ§.t. . . i..5........l9..5..~. ~.....~. . . . ~~.~~.:ned

have the flu . - No

•

co~,

to Eglade; and Duck Rock • - No
just went :t.i:> bed . - Tied up at Duck

Date..... ~ .. A!!RY:§t

Need
Duck

Roc~or

16 , 1958 nt to Eglades for gas and oil 31 gal and 1 case •
·1 t o make oil change in the Egret and Ibis . - No count tonight t our . - Tied up at
ck f or t he night .

Date .....Aws:g,~.~ ....+.7.,..... J::9..~.?.....::...AY.. . .J?..~.~~... Rock

all day. - No count tonigh
as Capt Rob Thompson was out with a party . - l Gl o ssy~Jbis
1 Spoonbill and 1 Gt . Blue Heron came in. - a~.W , .f.W.~
Martins gassed over . - No boats in area during fl i ght . ea tber fair and clear with winds from the N. W. at 10 MPH
rr; ~d up at Duck Ro c>.k fp r. the niizht...
.
2 M·3-ittr.t:l>
( LJ!e (JildiUORa shee"f to flt1biil CTOWding)
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Date..... ~~~~.'!:-.... J:?...t.... .±.95..?.....:::. . . . . . ~.!}:!?.... ~9..

Everglades on way to Miami. - Stayed overnight in Miami.

Date.... A:U/it.\l.6.t.....l.9., .... l9..5.$.....'.': '. ...R!'-.t.ur.n~.~l to Eglade s . - Got gas 25 6/10 gal, 3 screw eyes, l screwdriver . Birds that came into roost were about 70,000 hite Ibis, 37 Spoonbill, 2 Anhingas, l Gt . Blue
Heron, plus the usual other species . - Birds c-.me in on the .North and Ei.st flyways with the
heavy flights from the Easto - Birds coming in very late about 6:<X> PM before large flights
come in. - No boats in area during flight .
eather fair with local squalls in the evening,
winds from the ~outheast at 8 to 10 H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
Date........Aµ,gµ,;?.~.... ?9.i...19..5.?.... ~.......~~.¥..~.t-

blew out on way to Bird key - vent to Eglades to get repairs.
to have new exhaust line, part will have to be made . Got 1 tee, i Jllipples for bilge pump.
o count to night, tour night . - No boats in area during flight. - Birds still coming in
about the same as last night . - 'l'ied up at Duck Rock for the night .
(Could not get exhaust
part ma.de as Sam was on vacation , he will be back on the 25th)

~ve

Date....... A.1l&µ.i?.t..... 2l..,, .... J9.5.$. ... :::: .......At.....P..µ~);{

Rock all day except for a run up to Bird Key . - Bird Key may
be getting shoot up but it is late in the day when it is done and I am at Duck Rock. - Birds
That came into roost were about 65,000 White Ibis, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 3 Anhingas, plus the
usual other spe cies . - bout 150 Purple Martins were over . - Birds ca.me in on the North,
Northeast and East flyways with the heavy flights from the East between 6 and 7 M. - No
boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and cloudy with squalls and winds from the East
10 to 12 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Date....... A.µgµ.~.t..... ~.~., . J,,9.5$..... :::: ........ i.~.~rt .. ~.~ Eglades for gas 150 3/ 10 gal. - Returned to Duck Rock . No count tonight - v~eather lousy, rain and more rain . - No boats in area during flight . Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date .......Aµg:µ~:t..5.3.., . . 19..5.$.... ::::...........~.:n:t . ~P

Eglades to check boats for tour . - No count tonight . Glenn Smallwood was out with a.couple of members of his fishing party to see the birds
come in . - oirds still about the same as on the 21st. - l'ied up at Duck Rock for the night .

~apt

Date.........J\:.~~.~~.... ?.2,,, .... J::9..2~.... :: ...:l\:!-....P..~~~.

rock all day . - .oirds t hat came
into roost were about 6u,uuo hite ibis , 24 Spoonbill, 1 Gt .
Blue Heron 3 Gray Kingbirds, plusthe usual other species . Birds still coming in late . - No boats in area during flight .
W
eather fair and cloudy with winds from the East at 5 MPH . Ti en
im at Duck.Rock for the niJZht . .
.
:tl"4-3':11e-eir
lll se Oi.lditwnal aheet 't'o avoid crowding)
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D ate........... :ugu.~t. ....2.5.,,. ... J.9.5$.....:::'. . . ...".~n:t .. ~.2 . .!£glades

to get .ri:xhaust line made for Egret . - Got parts,
Sam working on arubther project so bad to wait . - Did not get to my job . - To late to go out
so stayed in Eglades overnight . -

Date ....... A:µg.µ_?..t. . ..49.,.... J.9.2J3.....'. :'."....... Q.9.:t..g~_s

22 4/ 10 gal . - Got exhaust line i nst alled i n egret. rteturned to Duck ock. - Birds that came into roost were 60,000 hite Ibis, 1 Gt . Blue Heron,
2 Anhingas, 4 Gray Kingbirds, plus the usual other species . - Birds came in on the North,
East,and Southeast flyways with the haavy flights from the East between 6 and 7 PM . - About
100 Purple liiartins passed over again tonight . - No boats in area during flight . - v eather
fair and Cl udy with squalls and winds from the est at 5 to 8 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night .
D ate ........ A:ugus.t... .27..,. ....19.5$..... : :-: ....... I~nt.....t.9 glades . - No tour Tonight . - Caught bus t o M
iami. Stayed overnight in Miami.

D ate..... Aug:us.t .....2~'-.,. ....l.95.$.....'.".'.'...... ~.~:t.~J].~.d

to i:glades . - Birds that came i nto roost were 66,666 ~v hite
Ibis, 2 Anhingas, 4 Gray Kingbirds, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus the Usual ather species . - 1 Bald
Eagle on sandbar off of Duck Rock, also about 250 Purple Martins flew over . - Birds came
in on the North, East, and Southeast flyways with the heavy flights from the north bebveen
6 and 7 PM . - No boats in area during flight . - Weather fair and Cloudy with a few evening
squalls and winds frcm the Southeast at 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ......-!\.~g~.:t.... ?.9..J... J9..5.?.....:::: .......~.~~~. . ~.?.

Egl ades t o get boat s ready l'or t rip t o t aver ni er. washing down Audubon to get rid of the mildew . - Returned to Duck Rock, birds that cane into
roostwere about the same as last night, with the except1.0n of 5 Spoonbill that came in. Birds still coming in very late . - No boats in area during flight . - 'l eather fair and clear
with winds from the Southeast at 10 MPH. - ied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date...A.ugust.... 3.0 1 .... 19.5.$....::'.:...... At.... P..~~-~ . .Rock

all day . - Last of' the season . - No count. No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and clear with winds fDDm the Southwest
at 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ..........-µgµ~:t.....'.3.i..,,.....+.9..5.$. ...=.....:...~.n~....:t..9...Bglades .

- Birds that came into
Each warden sign or initial here:
roost were 50,000 hite Ibis, 3 Anhingas, 7 Gray Kingbirds ,
plus the usual other species . - No boats in area during flig
eather fair and Clear with winds from the East at 8 MPH - t • .... .......................
Tied up at Duck ock for the night .
•

lc.J..

2M·3·11tl· CP
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Date .. $.~J?.t..•.... 1, ....19.5.$.... :::: ..... .W.~.r.i.t.....t.9....~glades
into roost were 50,000 v hite Ibis ,

for gas 58 gal and to work on Audubon. - Birds that came
142 Spoonbill, 2 nhingas , 5 Gray Kingbirds, plus the
usual other species . - I Osprey and 1 Bald Eagle were around the rock . - Birds still late
co.ming in between 6 and 7 PM, with flights from the North, Northeast , and East , with the
heavy flights from the East . - No boats in area during flight . - vfeather fair and cloudy
with winds from the East at 12 to 15
H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ....... 9.~Pt...,..... ?.,.....+.95..$.....".'.'........ ~. ~.r.1:1;, ....~.9. .. l!:glades

to Get boats ready for trip to Tavernier. - got 1 pr of
rubber gloves . - No count tonight , Ibis still about the same . - 87 Spoonbill came in. No boats in area during flight . - eather lousy, just one of those rainey days . Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date .......§.~.P.t..!! ... .3..J .. .+9.5.?. . '.': .....A.t. ...P..~~:k.. liock .b:lx.

all Wl.y except for a run up to Bird Key, not many bir ds
there now mostly Pelicans and Cormorants . - Not much activity at Duck Rock except for afew
L. Heron in and out and a few young ones on the beach . - Birds that came into roost were
still 50, 000 ' bite Ibis , 35 Spoonbill, 1 Anhinga, 3 Gray Kingbirds, plus the usual other
species . - Birds came in on the North, East and Southeast flyways with the heavy flights
from the Soubh ~st . - No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and clear (for a change)
with winds from the Southeast at 8 to 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for thenight o
Date.........$.e.pt.~ ....4., .... l.9.5.~ ... :':'."... W.~.n~.....t.9....~.glades on way to Miami . - Stayed overnight in Miami .

Date .........$..~P.~.~ .....5..J .... +.9.5.?.....::.......~.~.!'.~!:1:~.~

to Egl.ades got gas 36 gal . - Charlie and somebody suppose t o
come over to take Audubon and Ibis to Tavernier tomorrow morning . - Birds still about the
same as on the 3rd . - Man-0-War birds are beginning to fill up pouches . - No boats in area
during flight . - eather fair and cloudy with a few evening squalls, and winds from the
Southeat at 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date........ e.~.P..t!

. . .§.,.. ..+.9..?. $.........7.:...~ ...~~-~....~.?...~glades t o See i f' Cha'.r lie came in . - They di d ano oeilpar t eo a oom;
10
for Tavernier with Audubon andibis . - Birds that came into roost were st 1 50 , 000
•hite Ibis , 2 Anhingas , 3 Graykingbirds , 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus the usual other species . 1 Bald agle on sand bar near rock . - Birds came in on the North and East flyways , with the
heavy flights form the East between 6 and? PM . - No boats in area during flight . - leather
fair and partly cloudy with winds fr cm the East at 5 MPH . - Tied up atDuck Rock for the
night ,
Date.........e.~P.~ ~ lJ... .~9..2.?.. .::.;. . ..!.~ P.~~~ iiock ai l aay . - Los~s o! ?isB
boatsin area off and on all day . - No count tonJ.ght . Acouple of small boats in area during flight , just fis hing .
leather fiar and partly cloudy with winds from the Sout h
at 5 to 8 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
V~- ~

... .

..

...

( U1e additional aheet to avoid crowding)
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WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ................ D.uck. .. R.oc.k........................ ............................................... ...... STATE ...............f..l.or..id.a ...................... ............................ .... .... ................
INCLUSIVE DATES .....~~.P.t~
:t:..h.;'.~---~-~P:t.. !.....
?::9..2?,

. ...?...t ...

NOTE:

:1!±1. ..

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats m et with; names of pereons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of binls ohs1<rved at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ......13.~.P:t:..~ .....

?.,....~.2~~-··w-:; . . •.....~!l:Ibt...~. ?. . ~ g1Aade~ f or Ba t Gtery ar:i<l gas 11 7/io gal. - Bi rds that came into
roost were 45,vvv hite
is,
nhingas, 3 ray Kingbirds, plus the usual other species. About 250 f urple 1i.artins over again tongght. - Birds came in on the orth and East flyways
with the heavy flights from the East between 6 and 7 PM o - No boats in area during flight . eather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the East at 10 to 15 MPH. - Tied up at Duck
Rock for the night . -

4

Date ....$..e.pt........9., ....19.5.$. ..~..W ~nt. ...t.9. . .Eglades

on way to Miami. - Stayed overnight in Miamio -

Date..... ~~.P:t:... ~ .... ~9..'. . ...1.:9..?.?.....':'.......R~.t.:µr.p~g

to Egladesand Duck Rock . - Birds that came into roost were
about 40,000 hite Ibis, 2,Anhingas, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus the usual other specieso 7 Nighthawks flew over and 1 Bald Eagle on Sand bar off_Duck Racko - Hirds came in on the
North(few) and East flyways with the heavy flights from the ~ast between 6 and 7 PMo No boats in area during flight . - Weather fair and clear with winds from the Southeast and
South at 10 to 12 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the nighto

Date......$..~.Pt........U..,.... 19.5.~L.:::........ ...~.P.t.....t.9. . .Eglades

to meet Miss Hersbergen on request of Miss Miller and
the iami office. - Took Miss Hersbergen to Duck Rock . - £ irds about the same as last
night. - Returned to Eglades so that she could catch the 9:50 P bus to Miami . Stayed overnight in Eglades.

+.?.,..J,,9.5.?.... ::::. .....9-.9.:t:.....g§._l?, 27 gal and 1 pail for boat. - Birds still about the sare
no ni>ticable change. - No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and clear with winds
from the s. E. at 6 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date.........9..~.Pt..~.....

Date............§.~P~...J.3..J.....±9...?.?.... ::::. . .~~-~~"!?. . . .~g. _Eglades

7

to see about getting boat hauled. - No can do till
the 17th. - Also got gas 14 2 10 gal. - Still about 40,000 hite Ibis coming in, 3 Anhingas,
1 Gt . Blue Heron, 17 Spoonbill, plus the . usual other species . - Birds came in on the North,
East, and Southeast(few), with the heavy flights from the East between 6 and? PM . - No
boats in area during flight. - ~ eather fair and cloudy with squalls and winds from the
Southeast at 12 to 16 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.........§.~P.t...! .....f.4,.J ... 19..5.~ . .:::: . .~~... P..~9.~LRock

all day except for a run t
Bird Key . - Nothing going on at Bird key very few birds ,
Duck Rock about the same as l ast night. - No boats in area
during flight . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
(Vse adclitiorutl sheet to avoid crowding)

Each watden sign or initial here:

WARDEN 'S; WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..................... Du.ck... R.ock........................................................................ STATE .........f.~.<?.:r.J.q?........................................ ................ .......................
INCLUSIVE DATES ...... $.e.pt.. ..... .l.5.., .... t.hr.:µ ... ?..~P:t;........?.?::.1.....:1.:9..?S
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amou nt of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ...?..~P~-~.... !.~., .... ~.9..~.?.. . : :-. . ...~!..~~~ ....~?. ... ~glades

on way t o Mia.nu . - 0t ayed overnight

in

~lil.a.nu. .

Date ........$..~_P.1:;.L .. +f>,. . J95..$....~.- ~.~:t..W.r.t.~4 to .l!iglades and LJuck ~eek . - .Hirds that came into roost were .
40,000 Vl hite Ibis, 1 Anhinga, 3 Spoonbill, 2 Gray Kingbirds, plus the usual other species . Birds still coming in late between 6 and 7 PM with the heavy flights from the East and a
few from the North andSoutheast . - 1 Bald Eagle .on Sand bar off Duck Rock . - 2 Nighthawks
fl~w . - No boats in area during flight . eather fair and cloudy with few evening squalls ,
with winds from the east at 5 to 10
H. - Tied up at Duck ock for the night .
Date .........~.~.Pt~ .....l.:7.,.... J.9.~.$.. .::.... ~.~.r:i:t;.... :i:'.2 .. Eglades

to get boat hauled . - Hauled boat at 1 PM. - Stayed

overnight in Eglades .

Date ....... ~-~-Pt~ . . ~~-.t.....l.:9..2.?.....:-........~g .. .J~~g_J..:~.des . - Boat still on ways . - Got boat off ways about 6 PM . 11.olate to get out to Duck Rock so stayed overnight in Eglades . - V ays bill for Egret was
17 . 00 plus 5o00 for having bottom scraped and washed . - Total ways bill 22 .00 . -

Date........ $~.P.t..~ .... l.9.,,.....l9..5.$.....':".':'....... G:.9.t.....P..r.:µsh and stove fuel. - Boat runs better since had it hauled . Birds that came into roost were still about 40,000 White Ibis , 1 Anhinga , 1 ut . ~lue Heron,
plus the usual other s ecies. - Unly about 200 Man-0-War birds left at LJuck Rock, most of the
males have pouches blown up. - Birds still coming in from the East in heavy flights with a
few from the 1~orth and Southeast, between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats in area during flight . eather fair and clear with winds from the Southeast at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock f o r
the night.
Date........§.~P.t......~ .....~0.,,....19...5..$..... ::7.J~.~:irt . ~.Q. Eglades for got to get gas yesterday 33 2/10 gal and 1 mopo
Birds that came into roost were 35,000 hite Ibis, 52 Spoonbill, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 3 Anhillgas,
plus the usual other species. - 7 Nighthawks flew over just at dark . - ~irds sti.Ll. coming
in late and from the ~orth, East,and a few from the boutheast, with the heavy flights from
the .l!.ast . - No boats in area dw?ng flighto - eather tair and cl.ear with winds from the Nert.Ir
east at 12 to l.5 .w.t'H. - 'l'ied up at .uuck Hock ror the night.
Date.........~.~.P..t~ .....?,+..,,.... J9..2.?. ....'.'.'.'.......~~. . !::'.~~~. .!:lock

al l aay o - 1~othing going
on during the day. - oi~ds still about the same as last nighto
!~o boats in area during the flight. - vrnather fair a.na c.Lear wii;
uoutheast winds at S filr'tt. - .Tied up at Duck rtock for the night .
(Use additional 1heet to a.void crowding)

Each watden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ............ :lJ.lJ.gk ...I.'-9.~~-········ ················ ····· ······················ ··········· ··· ............. STATE ...........r.' ~<?.!.~.g~·········· · ···································································
INCLUSIVE DATES ........w.e.pt.... 2.2., ....l..br.µ ...~.~P.t......4.$...t .... .:19..5.?.
.
NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
hne, 011 or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
s~ns met with m sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ..$.e.pt... ..22,.... l.95$. ... : ".'........V...~.P.t.....t.9. l!:glades to get water. - Birds that ca.me into roost were about
39,000 v hite Ibis, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 4 Spoonbill, plus the usual other species . - hite Ibis
geiting that departing look, they are coming in and circling around and f~ying out and in
some staying and others leaving . - Birds are co.ming in very late now 6:15 to 7 E from the
East with a few from the 11Jorth and .::>outheast. - r o boats in area during flight. - eather
f air and clear with winds from the boutheast at 10 to 15 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
ni ht.
Date........ §~.P.t.~ .....?.3..,. . .:19..5..?. ... ::::......~r.1:~ ....~.<>. ...~glades on way to .Mia.mi. - Stayed overnight in .t..iamJ...

Date ......$.~Pt..~.....?.4...t ... J9..513.....'.".:'. ....J.):i. ...¥~~'

didnot finish busi ness so stayed overni ght in 'Mia.mi.

Date........S.e.pt........ 2.5.,....1958. ...:::: ... B:~.t.w..n~.4 to
about 20,000 Y~ hite Ibis, 1 Gt . Blue

glades and Duck !tock. - Birds that came into roost were
Heron, 2 nhingas, plus the usual other species. Ibis still acting up in and out. - 1 Bald agle on sand bar off Duck Rock. - Birds came in
on the North andEast flyways with most of them from the East between 6:15 and 7 PM. No boats in area during flight . - feather fair and clear with winds from the Southeast
at 5 H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date.........S..e.p.t ...... 26.,....19.5.S.....~...... .At.....P.µ9_~ Rock allday . - Nothing going on all day only few pelicans
and cormorants on Rock. - Birds are going fast now . - Onl115 000 ipite Ibis, about 1,000
L. Heron, 150 Man-0-War Birds , 200 Snowy, 50 Common Egrets , 150 Cormorants , 50 B. Pelicans
left on island . - If t h._ings keep up I will be able to le~ve Duck Rock about the first week
in cto r . - Birds stillc oming 1.Il v~ry late just before dark, with the heavy flights from
the East with afew fran the North and S . E . - ·eather fair and clear with winds from the
s . E . at 6 to S H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
Date.........$..e.pt........27.., ....l9.5.f?.....'.".:'......~.~.P..t. ...~9. ...Eglades for gas 38 9/16 gal, gun grease , st eel wool, and Hust
Remover Kit . c · ent on way out to Duck Rock got caught in fisherman ' s net , djd
about 25 . 00 worth of damage . - Accident was my fault not looking where I was going, .tan
be~
boat and bouy attached to the end of hi~ net . - Are we covered for accidents
of this type . - ~rrive Duck Rock little late so no count tonight . - Tied up at Duck R~k
for the night .

DJ6in1n~.!il~;in:f·~an·7-..~?B"Ir~i. ·~:ff¥1 ~~~u: the Y;a~e

no noticable
change . - vi eather fair and clear with winds from the s . E at
10 MPH. - No boats in area during flight. - Tied up at Duck
Rock for the night .
( U•e additional sheet to avoid crowding) .
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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SANCTUARY (or general area) ............
INCLUSIVE DATES ..........:fl:P~.~~ ....?.:?. ... ~.~~ ...~.P.~.~ ....~§..~ .... ~?..59
NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasolme, 011 or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with m sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenin.,.s ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosti~g feeding or nestinrr
'
"
concentrations.

.

Date .... AP:r..:i:!.... .?.?.!.<:1-..~.....~...... .P.~.P.~5.~§.

. $.§'rk Ri ver at 8 AM f or Evergl ades cit y . - Arrived Egl ades
at 11:30 AM . - Stayed overnight in Everglades.

nl:~Iv~d:l:.a+;··nuck···aO'ck . . a~·~~P.P~~-~·~

No bir~:i~~irln~ ~:~pe~~ ~f, a~~;e J~an: Ibis, 50 L. Her~n, •
25 to JO Snowy Egrets, 2 Conunon Egrets, 25 Cormorants, 19 B. Pelicans, and 3 Man-0 ar birds
over rock . - About JOB . Ielicans , 20 Cormorants , 25 to 30 Snowy & Common Egrets nesting on
Duck Rock . No Boats in area - eather fair & clear with winds from the North at 15 to 18 MPH.
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.....A.P.r.;i,J,.... ?.5.~.b.~... . :::....A.~ ....Q~~~... ~.?.~~

all day and PavllioilKey . - A6out 100 Black Skinuners , 100 Common
Royal and Caspian Terns, and 3 Buffle-heads at Pavilion Key . - Birds the same as last night
at Duck Rock with two new additions, 1 Gt . Blue Heron and 1 Osprey. - Weather the same as
last night . - No boats in area . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

.

Date .... APr..j,1 ....~6. .t.... .l.:9...5..~ ....:::....v.~.~-~~....~.~... ~glades
about the same. - 1~0 boats in area.

f or suppl ies . - 1~0 change at Duck Rock - 11eather
- ilied up at uuck Rock for the night .

JUSt

Date................................................................................................. ..

Date................................,..................................................................

~ U;e

additional sheet to av<>icl crowding)

Eac:h warden sign or initial her. :

WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue·, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ....P.µc.k ...E.9.C.l$:.........................................................................................STATE. ............ f.J.:9..r.:t.9..~ . ........................................ . . .......................... ...
INCLUSIVE DATES...... AP:r..~~ . .?7..~.~- . .~.li!..~... ~.r. }~?:.?. .... ~?..59

.

NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, 011 or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of pers~ns met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kincls of bircls observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date A-P.:r:'.~.+.....?7~.h....'.:'...v...~P.::t- ...:t-.9....... g~_<i,es

Stayed overnight in

on way to

iami to have r adio fixed and take day off .

'ami.

Date .. AP:r.i.:~ ....?.$.~h.. .': :........'.tfa....M~~. . : . . ".'ent t o office t o straighten out a few tfo.ngs with Betty.
Radio not ready, promised tomorrow morning . - Stayed overnight in Miami .

Ji~<le/+-~~~t'~~-~~·-. n~~!~·~~4af~\~~r~~e~:J.~dr~~~~nR~~~ •i~c~t~b~~~~~:u1: f~~~· ~nger)
said that the birds are still down around the rookery . - · eather fair and clear with
little wind. - No boats in area . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.... AP~g . }_9.~!:?: ...:::: .....~.~.~!'. ... !'.?....~&.~~§es f or gas and wat er 16.'/ gal gas . - .tlirds t hat came i n
were 164 L. Heron, 25 B. Pelicans , 30 an--04'far, 17 Common Egrets , 36 Snowy Egrets , 7
Spoonbill . 3 Gray Kingbirds and 1 Gt . Blue Heron flying around rock.
L. Heron, Snowy Egrets
Cormorants , B. Pelicans bring nesting material . eather fiar and clear with winds from
the t>outheast at 8 to 10 .i.la..l:"'H. - .No boats in area during flight . - Tied up at lJuck Rock for
the night .
Date........~Y.....!.~.~. ~. ...: . . ... ~~... P~~~

..

g?.?.~....aii day - Not hing going on. - No change in bir ds t onight, .
No boats in area . - Weather f air and clear with winds from the Northwest at 5 MPH . Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.......~Y.....?.n-.9:.!..... ::::.........~.~n~. . ~.~. .E;.S.~.~~s

Tied up at Duck Rock for night .

for pl astic wood and gas I'/ .9 gal.

. . Q.~~_K. #.?..~g. . ~.11

Date........... .Y.:... .2~.sJ:.; . . ::::.... ..A.~

day. - No cha~ f!'1 'birds .
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

( V le additional sheet to avoid crowding)

No change .

Each warden sign or init · l here:
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area) .........P.JJ..G.k........9.G.k............ ...................... ...... ....... .................................... STATE. ..f.lor..:i.9.a ..... . ............................................................. ............... .
INCLUSIVE DATES .... ~Y. .. ..4.~J:l: ... :t?.~~. .~Y.....J.:9.~.t:i.!. .....~?..?..?.

..

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amou nt of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ........ ~Y. .. .4.~.~.~ ...::. .~1.~.r.i:t? .,..~?. ..~.g~?.:~.~.

on way t o Mi ami - Stayed overnight i n Miami.

Date.. .....~~Y.... 5.:1:..P.:.~.....::.......~!l ..~~.~.....'.'.'."........ot

finished with personal business . - Stayed overnight in

Miami.

Date .............~Y. ....9.-:t..h.~ ....::::...~~~~.P.~.4. ...:1:..9...J~:glades and Duck Rock. - Counted 55 hite Ibis tonight , also
about 200 L. Heron now coming in . - Other birds still about the same as last week . o boats in area. - eather fair and clear with winds from the Southeast at 8 MPH . - Tied
up at Duck Rock for the night o

Date ............ ~Y.....?.:t?.~.~..... ::::J.?.~.~.~. .~.?. ...m.~.f~.~es f or gas 2'7 .9 gal and 6 qt s oii , al so 1 bug boillb. mosquitos picking up if nothing else . - No change in birds .

Date ................... .Y. ...~.P.:.~.....:::-. ... ...A:t?... .P.~~.~. .~.?.~~ all day . - L. Heron, t>nowy & Common li:gret s , B . Pelicans ,
and 6ormorants bring in nesting material . - No other chang~ in number of birds coming in.
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date........ ~Y..... 9..~h.!.....::....~.~ .~n:t ...!-.9. . .~..+.:~.g~.::.

and screws . -

f or supplies 9.9 gal gas , 1 sheet of 3/8 plywood,
No change in birds . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date........ .M.~Y.....1.:~.h.! ....:::...!.~....P.~~~ ...~£9.Js ...all day. - No
birds. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night o

change. fn

(Vie additional aheet to avoi4 crowding)

6 hinges

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .... .P..1.l.9.~..:?:.c:>.q~............... ..................................... ... ............................STATE ......... .. .:f..~~!'..~<:l:~ . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . . ............... . . ... . . .......... .
INCLUSIVE DATES ........M~Y.... Jl::t..h....~hr.1l.... :M~.Y. ... ~.7.~.h. L ..~.9..29
'OTE :

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, 011 or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m et with ; names of per·
s~ns m et with m . sa~ctuary . are as or taken alon g. Mention any unu sual happenings; any disturbance of
b irds or o~her wildlife ; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.......

..... llt.h ..... ::::...... L~.nt. ....t.9 .J~,;. gi.!;l..c:les

on way to ' ia.mi . - Stayed overnight in Miami .

Date ....¥.9..Y.... l?.l;..h.L ..':'::. .:R.:.~~.W.J:l.~4. . .Y9.....$.glades

and Duck Rock . - Birds t hat came i n were '12 White
Ibis, 200 L . Heron, 57 Snowy Egrets, 17 Common Egrets , and 26 Spoonbill. - L . Heron, Bo
Pelicans, Cormorants still bring in nesting material. - ~o boats in area . - veather .:tai..r
and clear with winds from the ~ast at 10
H. - Tied up at uuck Rock for the night .

Date ........ M9..Y... l.3:th.t.....::'.'. ..... A:t:..... P1l.9.1:<: ... :R.:.99~

all day - not much activity on rock o - No change in bir.ds,
except Spoonbill and there were 32. - No boats in area . - 'ff eather fair and clear with
Southea st winds at 8 to 12 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ...... ~Y.... ::!A~.h. ~ .... ::::....... AY.... P..:U.:~~ . .~.<?.9.1:c... all

Black Skimmers on the beach . tonight . - o boats in area . night .

da.y except f or a t rip over t o Pavilion Key . Sti lI WO
No change in birds except spoonbill and there were onl,y: 19
v~eather s till f air and clear . - Tied up at Duck ock for the

Date ..... ¥.:a.:Y. . J?.:!?.h.~. . .: . . ~~.~?~....~.?.. .~.~.f#'..4,~s

f or I paint, 6 cans stove f uel, and 17 .8 gal gas . Still no change in birds . - eather still f air and clear . - No boats in area . Tied up at Duck Rock for the ni ght .

Date...... ¥.§..Y.... 1$.:!?.h.~. ...::J~.~?~.... ~.?.....~.~.f.~.?.~s

±or hinges , 2
gas . Birds that came in were 120 lhite Ibis ,
100 B. Pel icans and 150 Cormorants around or
f air and clear with winds from the ~outheast
night .

Date ...........~Y.... l.~:t.h.~ .....::: ...~:!1.... P.~2~ . . ~.?.~~.

knob§, 2 t urn buttons and screws and 13.2 gal
300 L. Heron, 100 Snowy Egrets, plus about
on the rock . - No boats in area . - eather
at 12 to 15 .MPH. - Tied up at uuck Rock for the

all day . - No change in !Sir ds .
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

(lJ se additional 1heet to avoid crcnvding)
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Date ..........~Y. .. J.$.:t:~h. ~.... : ::..... v. ~. r.1.~ .... ~g ... :E,:.s~.~4es

on way to Miami. - St ayed overni ght i n Mi a.mi .

Date...........¥.8.:Y. . ..1.:9..~h~

. . ::...B:~.t..~.n~9. .~.<?....:Egla.des and Duck Rock .- - Ra i ni ng i~ Egl ades al so at buck rock.
No count due to r a in, lots of r ain . - No boats in area . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night .

Date ............... ..Y ... ?.9..~h.!. ...: . ..~.~. ..P..~.~~

....~.c::>?F. ail day •. - Rained of 1 and on all day and most of the night. _
So far no change in the number of birds coming in. - No boats in area. - Tied up at Duck
Rock for t he ni ght .

Date ............Ma.y....2ls.t .•.... ::::....'... ~Jl.t.....t..9. . .~g~.a.:des

for gas 28 . 5 gal, 6 fla shli ght batt eri es, 2 hinges . Capt Jim Thompson on the 11 Star 11 was down with some fisherman , so no counting tonight .
1 eataer cloudy with scattered s howers during the afternoon and evening . - No other boats
in area . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date............Ma.Y....~~D.Q..'""-..'.'.".'.......A~.... P.:q~):<: ...~.C?.~k

all day . - Things l ook a l i ttle bett er agai n, 631 hite Ibis ,
about 500 from the North and the rest from the South east . - About 250 Man-0 ar about
Rock now . - Rest of birds still about the same . - No boats in area . - Weather fair and
cloudy, with r ain out over t he glades . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

y..... 23r.d ....... ~.. J!.~nt ....:t.Q...Jj:!g),,~des for gas 18. 5 gal. - Birds that came in wer e BOO Whi t e
I bis , about 350 L. Heron, no noticable change in the numbers of the others coming ino
Most of t he Ibis are still coming from the North with a few from the Southeast and
East . - No boats in area during flight . - eather fair and clear with local squalls
and winds variable f rom 8 to 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date............

Date............. a.y.... 2.fi.t.h.,.....:::....A.~ ... .P..~.g~....~.9.~.~

all day . - Eott oi I l s Berman
i n the area all day . - Couple tried to land on Duck Rock .~ Told them to leave the island and they did s o, did not
know was pos~ed . - .Still $00 hite Ibis . - vieather fa ir
and cloucty with variable winds . - ied up at Duck Rock for
~-'d' .
.
the night .
(v se '"' monal sheet to livoid crowding)
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Date.......May.... 2.5.th...... ~ . .W~.nt.... t . 9. ...~.g1~.9.~s .

- Birds that came into roost were 2,000 White Ibis, 1 Gt .
Blue Heron, plus 3 Gray Kingbirds. - There are still about 300 Man-0-War around the Rock . Also there are about 700 L. Heron, 200 Snowy Egrets , and 57 Common Egrets coming in now. Things are picking up since we have been getting rain . - Water now standing in glades. No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the Southeast. - Birds coming from North and East with the heavy flights from the North still o
Returned to Eglades at 9:30 P to cauch bus to iamio

Date.......~!..... ?.7.~.h.~ ....::...........~~~ .... ~.? ....g~~tead

t o Park Headquart ers t o b .11 out some f orms. Returned to iami. - S~ayed gyerniiht in ~ · - Office got letter from park
office for me to be fingerprinted .

---

Date...........~Y ....?..$:1?..h.~ . ..:: . . ....~.~. -~.~~:?..... r.i.~tified

by otrice t o have h nger print s t aken. Had this done by US Coast Guard, but to late to get l PM bus to Eglades . So overnight in Miami .

Date.... MaY.. ..2.9.t.h......::::... .9~:µg);x~ ....?.. . ~. :.'!?.~~ To Egli.des . Got
were 7 ,9S9 ~ hite Ibis, 46 Spoonbill, 3 Glossy

supplies gas 45.2 gal. - Birds that ca.me in
Ibis , plus the usual other birds. - Birds came :in
from the North, East and Southeast, with the heavy flights now from the Southeast . - No
boats in area during flight . - eather fair and cloudy with a few evening squalls . Tied up at Duck Rock for night.

Date .......ay....30t..h...... :::: ...A..t.....P..'9:g.K ..~.Q.g.~....!-.l lday

except for a t r i p t o Pavilion Key . - 100 Bl ack Skimmers
still around . - Birds that came into roost were still about 8, 000 White Ibis, plus 59
spoonbill tonight. - Large flights still from the Southeast , others small from North and
East . - No boats in area during Flight . - eather fair and clear,winds from the Southwest
at 8 to 10 H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

ay... .)ls.t......e ...At....Duck ...Ro.c.k... ~llday. - Birds that came in wer
9,245, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 52 Spoonbill, plus the usual other
~pecies. - Birds coming in late 6 to 7 PM, with lagre flight
rrom ~outheast, and smaller ones from the North and East. eather fair and clear, no wind . - No boats in area . - Tied
2 M·3 -ea.cp
(Use additio~ ~ ib0&~Ji 0&ohlwngfght •
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Date.....~.Y.J.l..~ ....l~.t..~ .....7.: ......... t~.n~ ....~.9. ...M:?:-:~ · 2 small paint brushes before going

Stayed overnight in Mia.mio
to "iami .

Got gas 22 . 8 gal and

Date.....~~§'......?.r.1:4.~ ....::.......~.~!-.~J:?:~.~ ....!'.?. ...~J~lades

and Duck Rock . - 4: 55 · report ed fire Northeast of Duck
Rock in Oyster Bay area to #42 (Fh.mingo), no reply toreport . - 1 Gt . White Heron feeding
on bank of Duck Rock . - lbert Daniels and friends from New York were down to watch birds
come in . - No other boats in area . - · eather fair and clear winds from the Southwest at 8 to D
MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.... ~.).m..~.... 3..r..4.~ .... ::.....~.~P!-.....!'.~....~.g.~~.~~-~

for Bug Bomb and gas 16.8 gal. - Bi r ds that came in were
10,475 White Ibis, 2 Gray Kingbirds , 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus 1 Spoonbill feeding along shore .
Birds came from the North, Northeast , East and Southeast with the heavy flights from the
Southeat between 6 and 7
• - No boats in area during flight . - v•eather fair and clear
with winds from the Southeast at 6 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.....J.Y.J.l.~.....4t.h.~ .... :::: . .A!-....P.~<;'.~ ...~.9.2!<: ... ~f.l

day except f or a trip to Pavilion Kay . - Bl ack Sb. mmers
have gone . - Birds acting funny tonight big flights start in, but stop in the cove North
of Duck Rock to feed , water must be low again in the feeding areas . Ibis in cove by the
thousands . - No birds from the Southeast in sight, must be feeding along banks of Chatham
River . - Birds started coming in about 7:15PM, still coming after dark . - No boats in
area during flight . - V-eather fair and clear with winds variable at 10 MPH . - Tied up at
Duck ock for the night .
Date..... J..'!Jn~ .... 5t.P...... :::. . . ...~n~ .... ~.9.... ~gJ:..~.9~.s . - Hirds doi ng same as l ast ni ght. - '1 ea ther the same . I boat in area the Audrey Jean on way to Lostrnans River . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
Night .

Date .....~~-~ ... §!-.1?. ! .....::... ~.~.~~.....~-~- .. ~-~f~A.~.s

±or paint and t5 batteries. - Ti des changmng some now maybe
birds will come in earlier . - Hirds that came in before dark were 9,848 White Ibis, 3 Glossy
Ibis, 2 Gray King Birds , l Gt . Blue Heron. - Most of the L. Heron, Snowy Egrets , Common
Egrets, Little Blue, and hite Ibis came in after dark . - No boats in area during fli§ht.
v~ eather fair and clear with winds from the ~1 est at 10 P H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for
the night .

Date .. !l.'!Jn~ ....7.t.h.!.....:::-........~ ....P.:9-9.~....~.<?..~.~.... ~:?:-l

day. - No count
many boats in area fishing . Still alot of birds
after dark. - eather fair and clear with winds
0 .E. at 8 to 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for
2 M·3·118·CP
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Date.......... ~JJil~.... 9.t..b.L... :::: ... $..:t.;!,;,l),... Jn... M.;.~f!d .

- Ride I had back to Eglades did not show. - Stayed

overnight in Mtami.
On June 1st I received a Notification of Personnel Action from the Everglades National
Park that I had been appointed Deputy ~ark Ranger , without compensation, with duty station
"Duck Rock and vicinity, effective 5/26/59 for a period not to exceed 3 years, Authority
Schedule A-6.101(m)uscsc.
Date........ A.WJ:~...J..Qt.h.~ .....'.".'............~.t.w.;:n~.9:....~.<? Eglades, got ga.s 25 .6 gal, and Duck Rock. - Tides have moved
around now . - Birds that came in were 14,969 hite Ibis, 1 Gt. Blue Heron. - Heavy flights froM
Southeast between 6 and 7 PM, with smaller flights from the North, Northeast , and East . 1 Boat in area, not in flyway area . - eather cloudy with squalls and winds variable at 10
to 15 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

I

~~~r-. w{:ci~w:-~:9§i;<l5· ~·£ii~t~~.~~~~~~ !~~s~~:~: ~~:~;6 ~~~t~a~~~~: •2-Gi~:;nr~~~~e~ ~~!o~~
bill, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus about 2,000 L. Heron and 500 Snowy Egrets . - No boats in area
during flight. - Veather cloudy with a few scattered squalls and winds from the est at
10 to 15 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Date.......... ~.~~ .... ;1~.h.~ .....:::. . A!-.... P.~~~ . . ~.?.~~

allday except f'or a trip to Pavilion Key. - Nothing going on
at Pavilion. - Birds that came in were 6 Glossy Ibis, 21 Spoonbill , 63 Common Egrets , and
1 Gt . Blue Heron, plus over 15,000 White Ibis. - No boats in area during flight . - Weather
fair and partly cloudy with winds from the est at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night.

Date ...........J.Y.J.1..f}.....13.t.h.~.....::......(~n.~.....!'..<?....~.g~~de s

for gas 32. 6 gal • - No change in birds tonight, except f' or
Spoonbill, there were 47 of them. - No boats in area . - ' eather fair and partly cloudy with
winds from the Nest at 10 to 15 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date ........J..1JP..~ ....i.4t..h.~ .... :::: ...W.~.nt . .t..9)~g+.§.~es

for bug bombs, , wpsq.m ~
are the worst I have ever seen in this area . - No count tonigh
..._.doing some painting on Egret to rnake--it presentable for tours.
Tied up Duck Rock for the night.
2M-3-158-CP
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Date........ !l.'!:m~ ... l.7~.h.~ . . ::::... At.... P.~9.~. . ~9..9.~..

all da.y except for a trip to pavilion key . - 35 Bl ack s kimmers
back . - Returned to Duck Rock . - About 5 PM a squa.11 formed to the South, which almost
turned into a hurricane . - iinds from 50 to 60 MPH, which lasted till 2PM the followir:g day.
Birds did not come in, what few that did left just after the storm hit . - See attached
story from Herald for June 19th. - Tied up Duck Rock for the night .

Date........ ~.lm~...J:~h.~ .....'.':'. ....S.t.ill ...~t..9.00Pg. -

ent to Eglades about 2: 30 PM, after wind had died down
some. - Returned to Duck Rock. - Birds roosting OQ isl~nds e~st an4 north of Duck Rock. I would say t hat only about 10, 000 came on out to the Rock . - Stii1 storII\Y but not like
yesterday. - ~o boats in area . - Tied up at Duck ock for the night .

Date........ ~~~....1.9..i?.h.!. . .: :-........~!.?:~....~.~...~~X.~~es .

- ~har.lie comng around wi th other t wo boat s . St ayed in town waiting for him. - Arrived about 8: 30 PM . - Stayed overnight in Eglades .

Date.........~~~ .... ?.9.~.h.~ .... ::. .9:~.~~.9....!?..~~.~.~.....44.l

gal. - Depart ed Egi ades f or buck IDCk on Auo.uoon t o
wait for tour . - Tour cancelled due to bad weather . - Storm hit about 4:30PM, winds from
25 to 30 H, and heavy rain . - Storm lasted till about 7:30 PM . - Ag~n ..!?.,.~ds roosted
on islands north and east of Duck Rock . - No boats in area . - Tied up Duck 1tOck !or· ~e ·
,,.. .
,"
,. ,
night .
"-

Date.......~W?:!?..... ~.~.~..~.....:::....~.?::r..9.~.....~h~t. . .~.~e

'

in were ~.J~ . ~-,
27 S oonbill, 1 Gt. Blue Heron . - Birds ca.me in on North and
Southeast flyways with heavy flights from Southeast . - No
boats in area . - eather f air and partly cloudy with winds
from the Southeast at 15 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
2 M · 3 • 119 - c P
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Date........~~~.....?.~?.9 ~

. .... : . ..... . . ~.~!-. ...t-.2..J~~-g±~des

on way to Miami . - Stayed overnight in Miami.

Date.......~.~~ .... ?.~:r;.4.~ ....:'........~.~~-~~~-~ ....'!?.~... Egl ades

and Duck Rock . - Birds that came in were 28,000 White
Ibis, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 5 Gray King birds , 17 Spoonbill. - There are about 2, 500 L. Heron
coming in now . - Birds came in on the North, East and Southeast flyways with the heavy flights
from th~ Southeast between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats in area during flight . - Weather cloudy
with squalls off and on most of the day . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.......J.WJ.~ ....~~h.~.....::...J~P.:!-.... !-.9.....~g~4es

to gas boats for tour and Audubon 105 gal., also 50 ft of
line for Egret, and 6 cans stove fuel . - Tour arrived at Duck Rock about 5:30 P • No count. - No other boats in area . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date...........~w.:i~.....?..?.~.h.~.... ::::....... !.'.~~~ . .:fl.:~~~?,n

Back To Eglades, also got ga s 13. 7 gal . - Returned to
Duck Rock for the flight . - Rob Thompson on the 11 Snooky 11 came ~own with a party which turned
out to be a couple. of est Germans(who spoke no English) and tjO friendsof theirs from Ft .
Lauderdale who were almost as bad ( could hardly speak nglish), one was a woman who smoked
( cigars . - They must have enjoyed the flight as they were talking in German a mile a minute .
hat a party. - No other boats in area . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Date...........J.Jme.....Z.9.t.h.. ...~....... At....P.Y.-:~~. ..~9..gk

all day except for a trip to Pavilion Key. - Birds that came
in were 38, 906 V1 hite Ibis , 4 Spoonbill, 1 Gt . Blue Heron. - Birds came in on the North,
North e s , a , and Sotitheast Flyways, with the he·avy flights from the Southeast between
6 and 7 PM . - No boats in area during flight . - v eather fair and cloudy with a few squalls,
and winds from the Southeast at 10 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ..........~:w.'.l.~.....?.7.~.l:t.!.....::...... Y~.~~~- ...~.<?. ... ~~-~ades

to Gas boat s Jb . ';;I gal. - Ret urned t o Duck Rock on
Audubon. - Tour party arrived about 5:30 PM. - Vef.Y.. U§¥: tour. as far as w~~~her, lots of
rain. - No other boats in area . - Tied up at Duck Rock for t ne night .

1

'

Date........J.une .... 28t.h .......~ ........~.nt.....t..9....E.gl,.~es

to get rid of
Returned to Duck Rock . - No count onig
rvin Lopaz
came out with party, Mr . Poole and some friends of his from
up Nor th. - No other boats in area . - Tied up at Duck Rock
for the night .
2M·3 -IHl· CP
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Date....... ~Y.A~.....?.9.~h.!.....:::...J(~.n~ ....~.9. ...~gJ,~!;ies

on way to Miami . - Stayed overnight in Miami .

Date...........~Y.A~ .... .3..9~.D..~.....:::. . ....R~t.w;:n~.<1 . .t.Q

Eglades and Duck Rock . - Birds that came in were 45 , 000
vlhi
Ibis, 33 Spoonbill, 1 Gt . Blue Heron. - Birds ca.me in on North, East , and Southea st flyways with the heavy flights from the Southeast between 6 and 7 PM. - No boats
in area during flight . - eather partly cloudy with squalls all evening and winds from
the Southeast at 12 to 15 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date..........!l..aj,¥,....l§.t...L ..~........... ~.n:l?.... ~.9..JJ;gJ.:!:des

for gas 23 gal. - Au on ut of commission. Only used
two small boats for tour . I went out on Ibis to help point out the ir s . - our fair ,
people got to see 67 Spoonbill . - No boats in area during flight . - Ton~ s t,P~ first
tour without any rain. - rteturned to glades with tour party. - Stayed overnight in

Eg

Date..........!l.:µly....2nd. ..... ::~...... W~n:t.....t.9.. . ~g;).,,~des

to work on Audubon and fix up dock , be inin~ to fall ap~tj; .
Got 4 lbs . nails and spark plugs . bced dock, have to g'et Audubo
•
• - !3irds that
came in were 0 000
"t
is, 1 ut . Blue Heron; 3 ray ing irds, and 13 Spoonbill . Birds came in on the North , ana Southeast flyways with the heavy flights from the Southeast
between 6 and 7 PM . - No boats in 91.rea during flight . - Veather partly cloudy with a few
squalls and winds from the Southwest at 8 .MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date........ ..!l..µJ..y . ..3.r. 4.~.....~........ .l.~.n:l?.....~9.....~g~des

•

for gas 69. 9 gal, also to get Audubon fixed . - Bill for
Audubon wa s ·20 . 00 . - No count tonight . - hr. Jenl<: s and family and 2 other boats
came over to see birds come in. - uenkins in party of 14 pe sons camping on ~avilion Key
for the 4th of July week-end . - 0aid others would be over tom ow to see show . - No other
boat s in area . - Low tide birds feeding along shore till 7 PM a
after then coming in. Looks bad for tour tomorrow. - 'l'ied up Duck Rock for the night .

i!ei~

Date .. ...... ~.~Y..... 4.~~.~. . .~. ... . ..l.~.~.~.....~.~...~g.~des

t o get Audubon. - Tour part y arri ved about 5: 36 PM. Three ot her boats from Jenkins party anchored about 25 yds away. - Very poor tour as f ar
as birds were concerned. - LOW t ide oirds feeding along shore again till ~fQer 7 Pm. No other boats in area • - •leather fa ir and partly cloudy but no r ain while tour was out . i ied up at Duck Rock for the night .

2M · 3-S9-CP
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..

Date.........?..~.~ ~.~?..~ . . :-.. . '. . ~.~~. . ~.?.... ~.e;~~~es on way to ~iami . - Stayed overnight in

iami .

Date............~~....7.!'.h~....::::... ~.E?.~.~P.-.E?.9: ... ~.9.... ~glades and Duck Rock . - Birds that came in were 8 000 White
1 Gt . Blue Heron . - bout 3,000 i... Heron coming in now, also 1 usprey in area, and
aoout 400 Man-0 ar on Rock . - Birds came in on North, East, and Soµtheast flyways, with
the heavy flights from the East between 6 and 7 P • - No boats in area during flight . ·-ea.ther fair and partly cloudy with Sol).thwest winds at 10 to 15 llPH. - Few local squalls
in evening. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
~,

Date............!lY.lY.:....®..h.~.... :'.':'. ....... ~.n..t . .~9....~&i~.~es for gas 20 gal. - Tour arrived at Duck Rock about 5: 30 PM.
T~ o
on4 his, tour should have gone _fishing ..for all ~he i??-t.~~,est they .showe~ ..~· ~he
birds. - They spe
OS orthe t
e e afn:g H~ e t s an coo g a t1ie
rtstead of watchi ng the birds. To each his own, I guess . - No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair
and partly cloudy, no rain. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

-

Dhalt~ ibf~i9B~·:-. ·~iu:·n~e;~n:gt-~g~:Y ~~n:~~~:: g~lsp~o!!~~ ;~:~i:m~ni~d;:r~ 6j~~
8

\
....
f
Bird'S Cfame in on the North, East , and Southeast flyways with the heavy flights from the
~outheast between 6 and ? ·r • - No boats in area during flight. eather fair and cloudy
with few squalls and winds from the ~outheast at 8 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night.
ate .............. ~~.... :J:..~.h-. ~....."."'........~~-...P.~~-~- . ~-~ck and Pavilion Key all day. - No count tonight. - Strange
ear. - No boats in area during flight. - Weather fair and
...__.,,.....,
e Southeast at 8 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date................~W,Y.... P.::t-.h.~ ....'.'.'.'.......~ ...~P.:~ ....~.9....~J~lades for gas 99.o gal. - Tour arrived at Duck Rock
about 5:30 PM . - Shirley Miller was with the tourgroup so the birds put on their best
show for her. - So far this was the best of the season, maybe shex should make the trip
\ more often. - eather was also nice cloudy but no rain. - Tied up Duck Rock for the night.·

Date......... J.uly....lzt.b.~.....':'.". ..... J. ..!?.P:t!.... t..9.. . ~g1~des to getr~d of Audubon. About 6S 000
·
Ibis came in toni
,
y
:Ricking up now. - No oa s i n rea during flight. - eather
Tair and partl~ cloudy with winds from the S . E . at 5 MPHo Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
2 M·:S·Sll°C I"
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iami . - Stayed overnight in Miami.

Date......~.\4.r

. .1.:4!-.h.

! .....'.".'.'....

~.~........~~-!.... .':....~:tayed overnight in

for new outbreak of sores on my leg .

Date......~~ ... ~2!-.~.~....: ...............:!:!:l: . .~A.~.~

ami .

At Doctors t aking t est

. . :-

Under Doct ors care f or reoccurance of t rouble I had
two years ago . Doctor isnot sure, but says it looks like the same .
Charlie got 30 o3
gal of gas for boats .

Date......J.:ul.Y. . .l6t.h .......: '.'....... R~.t.w..n~.4.... ~.9. ...~glades . - No further treatment until results of test
taken have been completed . - iant to Duck Rock . - No count . Tied up at Duck Rock for

the night .

Date......!!..W:Y.. . J7.~.h.~ ....:: ...... J.~P.:~ .... ~.?. ... ~~~~des . - Bi r ds that came int o roost were 65,000 White Ibi s ,

2 Gt . Blue Heron, 5 Gray Kingbirds , plus the usual other species . - No boats in area during
flight . - eather fair and cloudy with winds from the Southeast at 8 to 10 MPH . - Heavy
flights from the Southeast between 6 and 7 P • - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.

Date .......Jllly ... l~.h .......~.. J..~.nt.....~.2 ... Ji!&±~9es for gas for tour.

55.6

gal. -

Tour night no count.

Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date .... ~.¥.1Y.....+~.h....'.".' . . A.~. . 2.~!.?:.~.....: . . W..~.~~ t o Miani t o Doct or. - ResUit s

of test on July 14th, negative . - ore test plus a spinal tap
and an appointment with a skin and blood specialis~ . -.Co\}rse
treatment foreed me to remain ~ i~: - Worked in ianu.
office most of the time I was in Miami. See attached sheet .
2 M· 3 · llll· C P
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Date......A.-µg.~..... ~:i:..h .. ...'.'.'.'........ .~.~.nt . :i?..9. ...~_g~~.9.:es for gas 40 .7 gal and batterie s and switch. Switch on
Egret gmx: went bad had to be replaced ( Vhich I did at no charge to the Society) . - Took
Bill Robertson (the Park Biologist and the Head Bi logist from Washington) out to see
the birds a.t Duck Rock . - No count but there were only about 65,000 hite Ibis that came
in. - Tide very low birds feeding along shore, they did not come in till after dark . Returned to Egla.des with :pQ.rty. - Stayed overnight in Egla.des .
Date..... ~.~K~ .... .7.~.h.~ .... :::: . .<l.:!-.~~.9. . :E.;K~~.~!-.....?.'.7.. gal. - Returned to Duck Rock - Birds a little better to
night, but still not up to par . - The Southeast flyway seems to be off about 10, 000 Ibis .
I think these birds are roosting som.ewere else, maybe on the edge of the mangrove and glade .
As this should 'Be the hight ofthe sea.son and with the success of nesting this year I beliR'e
there shoulld be a.t least 80,000 hite Ibis caning in, but there are not that many, ~ 70 , 000
Is as high as I can count so far this year . - Unless the peak will be later on in the month,
but I do not think so . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night . -

l

f;I~. . ~.h:~k~~~n~ . .re~~-fr!·d· . ~·~:·~;~ ~~d

points change~ s~~~if!~~~s- a~~r~!~~e:;! ~ ~~ed
lb · s now j.n good cond:Lt).on. - Tour night no count . - Returned to Eglades o~ on As
o tteries are very low . - Genarator stj, JJ gjvizl& tJ:.o,~le , not charging batteries .
Stayed overnight in Eglades .
- · ·
· ·
~·
~
..,.

Date.....~.~ .....! .. ...?.t'.-.1!..~ ....."'.' ".. .....~~:!'.~.~~.<:l:... :!'..?..}Juck

Rock on the Egret . - Birds better tonight , 70,000 hite
Ibis, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 4 Gray Kingbirds , 23 Spoonbill. - Birds have picked up a little more
on the Southeast flyway, but still not up to par . - North and Ea.st flyways are still about
the same, heavy flights still coming in between 6 and 7 PM. - eather cloudy with local
squalls all evening . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date ..................................................................................................
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. . ..:1:9.~.~.~. . .: '.'. . .~.~.~?~....~.?.....~.?.;~.~~es

Date..... .A~.~

on way t o Doct or in Miami..

- Stayed overnight in

iami .

Date.......A:g.g.~ .... :i.J.1:..P.:.!. . .'.':'.'.......~~.~-1¥.'.P!i'..<:l....!'.g.. Eglades

and Duck Rock . - Birds that came in were 65, 000 V hite
Ibis, 53 Spoonbill, 3 Gray Kingbirds, 1 Gt . Blue Heron (for Shirley Miller) • Birds came in
on the North, East, and Southeast flyways with the heavy flights from the North between 6
and 7 PM. ~ Tide high and Southeast flyway almost up to normal . - No boats in area during
flight . - Weather lousy light rain all evening . - Bad squall at midnight 40 to 50 MPH
winds, had to move boat to cove N. w • of Duck ock . - Squall over about 1:30 AM. - Tied up
near Duck Rock for the night .
Date.......A'!!Kt. ... l~.h. ~ ....."."."...... J .~g:t;_ ...:t;.Q... $~.~... boats for tour, 42 gal. - Returned to Duck Rock on Audubon .
Tour, no count . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date.......~.:g.g ... .... ~?.~.P.:.~. . .'.:'.. . . .~.r.1.~ ....~.<?. ... ~.~.~~4es

t o l eave Audiibon and ge t Egret ( I oillY use the Audubon
t wice aweek, on tour nights only) , as it is not in V~rt ~o~ conditioµ . - ~ b ink . it $hotild
be r~ aced very ~oon. - Only about 60,0
e I bis came in to night ,, plus a coup:i,e of
An inga s. - No boats in area during flight . - \1eather cloudy with squalls off and on all
day and night. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date....... AJJ.g.~.... l4t...h.~.....'.'.'.'....... ~ ..§1.D.t-.... ~.9. ...~.g~~des

to get some line to fix fenders for Ibis and Egret . Returned to Duck Rock and worked on fenders . - Still 60,0CO White Ibis coming in . o boats in area during flight . - eather same as l ast night . - Tied up at Duck Rock for
the night .

Date....... A.\l:K,.... 1.5.t..h.L. :::: ...... ~.~.P.::t;....Y..Q... ~g~des

to ~ve_l:>a£teries char&,~d t 9;r- the Aud~on, still having
trouble with it. - Beglad when the tours aiie over so tney "can take back ~o'Tavernier .
No tour, no count . - No boats in area during flight . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night .

Date ....Aµg.!. ....+..9.:t;J}..•.....:::.......fl..~ . . P..~.~.~. . ~.?.?.~.

all day , l'ew i ishermen out. Couple stopped by to see fl i ght come in, t hey were from Ft .
Lauderdale, but forgot their name . - No other boats in area .
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
2M · 3·511-CP
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Date.......... \18...... l.7.t.h .... . :::-........... ~.nt. ....t..Q ...E.gl~des

Caught bus to

for Anchor, Batteries and gas 37 .1 gal. iami . - Stayed overnight in iami .

t.9. . .~glades and Duck Rock. - About 60_, 000 ~ l'}j..te Ibis came into
might, plus 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 3 Gray Kingbirds , - Birds came in on the North, East and
Southeast flyways with the heavy f l ights from the North between 6 and 7 PM . - No boats
in area during flight . - eather cloudy with squalls with variable winds at 10 to 12 MPH .
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ..... A¥.g ......;!,.$.t..h.~ .....".'.'... B~.t.w.n~.4....

Date............JJ.K. ....l.9t.b...... ::::....~~ ~.nt. . . t..9 ...~.gl~des,

only one person for tour, which took out . - Show of
birds not very good tide very low . - R urned to glades . - Stayed overnight in Eglades .

Date..........A'µg . ..... ?.Qt..h.! . . :'.:: . .. . ~.~.t.W.P.:~4. ....°l:-.9.

Duck Rock . - No count tonight. - No boats in area during
flight . - In fact the only thing around was a lot of rain and it rained most of the
night . - Tied up at Duck ock for the night .

..
for gas 152 .3 gal plus 6 qts of oil . - No count
tonight as ]ink Be ett and .some of his wifes relatives were ou~ to see the bir ds . No boats in area during flight . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date..........A..µg.,,,, . ?i.~.t..~ .... ~. .......... ~P.t ~.9....I!!gbades

Date.... ..!~JJ.Kr. .....6~.P.9.. .......::7........... ~.n..t. ....'t..9. ...~.g~des

to return · gret and pick up Audubon. - Returned to
Duck ock on the Audubon. - Tour tonight, no count . - Would say that there are about
55, 000 white Ibis still comJiing in . - Tied up at Duck ock for the night .

Date...... A-gg.~. ... ?.3.r..9.~ . . :::: .....i.~.P..i:'. ....1:'..9. ...~g.~~.9-es

to dock Audubon and pick up
gret . - eturned to Duck Rock . - Birds that came in were 55,
000 hite Ibis, 2 Gt . Blue Heron, 1 Anhinga, 7 GraY- Kingbirds .
Birds came in on North, East and Southeast . Heavy flights from
the North bet ween 6 and 7 P • - No boats in ~rea . - eather
cloudy with squalls . - ied up at Duck Hock for the night .
2M-3 -1u1-cP
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Date ... .. A:ug .•.. 24t..h.~ .... ~ ...W~.n.t.. ...t.9. . .~g,l~.9.es

on way to Miami. - Stayed overnight in Miami.

Date ...... A:µ.g..~.....?.5~.ti.~ ....:: ...~~~1:1.I.'.P.:~9:....!'.?....~glades

and Duck Rock . - Still about 50,000 ~-hite Ibis coming
in, plus 23 Spoonbill, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 5 Gray Kingbird • - About 200 Purple artins came
over heading South . - Birds came in scattered on the North, East and Southeast flyways with
the heavy flights from the North . - No boats in area during flight. - eather cloudy with
squalls, and winds from the Southeast at 8 to 10 MP H. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date........... )JS.~.....g9..t.h.t.... .:::-....... ~ .. ~JJ..t.. ...t.9....~gb~des

to return Egret andpick up Audubon . - Tour night . No count. - 7 poonbill came in. - Linda Sue with Capt Bugges was out with his family. l eather cloudy but no rain while tour was out . - ied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date....AYg . ..... 4.7t..h.~....::::. J~.n.~ ... .'~.9 ...~gb~.9:~s to return Audubon And pick up Egret. - Returned to Duck Rok
about 4 PM and found an outboard boat high and dry on the Sandbar N. W. of Duck Rock. Notified park and they said to keep an eye on it till :someone claimed it . - OYvner claine d \ .
it just ~bout dark asthe tide was beginning to come in. - Got tQ..s ruune and address just i!'l ~
case he didn't own it but he did. - Capt Shine Thompson was also down with a party (M/M
Thompson (no relation) from Ft. Lauderdale) to see the birds come in. - No other boats in
area. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night.
Got gas 21 gal.
Date.... .A:µK~ .....?.$..t.h .•.....'.'.".....~~..~nt... .t.Q... J1;g~9..e s for gas 19 gal.
et urned to Duck Rock. - Capt Glen
Smallwood came over with his party to see the birds come in . - No other boats in the area.
lea ther f a ir and cloudy with winds from the orthwest at 10 to 12 H. - Tied up at Dixk
Rock for the night.

Date ...... A.-µg.~.....?..9t.h.! .... :::: ..... i.~JJ..~ ....t..9. . ~gJ,~.des

to gas boats 30 gal and 6 qts of oil. - Tour night. Still about 50,000 hite Ibis. 1 Gt. Blue came in. - About 150 Purple Martins passed
over again tonight . - No boats in area during flight . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night .

Date..... A.µg_~.... JQ~.h.! .... : :-........~.:n:t.....t.9....~.gJ:..?.:9-:es to Gas boats for trip to
Tavernier 128 .7 gal and 8 qts of oil . - Birds still about the
same as last night. - No boats in area during flight . fea ther cloudy with squalls. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night .
2M·:S·59°CP
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... ::. . ~...E?.n~....~g_ ..~g-~~.9:es

Date...... A~K!.... J.+..s..t~

Date......9-.~P..t .... J.$.:t.~....::::.. Jn........?:.:~.... :::: . .~.!.~P.t

on way to Mia..nu. . - Stayed overnight

in

anu. .

to Doctor for check . - Stayed overnight in

ami .

. ... .

Date......... e.~.P ~ ?.g9:G
.~ ....:: ...:':i:~.~-~.nb...~.~.d...~.?. ...~.giad~shatnhd D
kuck Hockd . - Bi r ds
I hi te Ibis , 3 ray King ir s . ig
aw s pas se over p1 us

5
1 Bald Eagle on Sandbar Nowthwest of Duck Rock .

thbat tca.me in we re ~5t_YOO
a ou 200 purp1 e
r ins. - Eagle chased a L. Heron till he caught it
and then dined on the Sandbar or Eagle has L. Heron for dinner . - No boats in area during
flight . - eather fair and partly cloudy (no rain today) with winds from the Southeast at
8 to 10 MPH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night o

Date..........?..~P..~.... ?..~~. ~....: . ... .~~.~§. . ~?....~.~f¥.ctes

±'or gas 30 gal• - Returned to Duck Rock and went to
bed, it rained all evening and almost all night . - Nobody in his right mind would have
come out in t his weather . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date ......~.~P.~ .... 4.~h.!. . .:::: .... J... ~.nt. . . t..9. ...~g+.~.Q.es

and returned to Duck Rock . - eather same as l ast evening .
No Count . - No boats in area . - Tied up Duck ock for the night .

Date ......9.~P.!.... .2.t.h.!.....'.'.'."........... ~.P..t. ....t..9....~gJ,~.9-es

for gas 18 gal, turpentine , batteries, paint brush and
shackles . - Returned to Duck Rock , weather a little better . - About 0
'te Ibis,
2 Belted Kingfishers , 1 Anhinga came in, and 1 Bald agle on and Bar on Northwest tip
of Duck Rock . - About 300 purple
rtins flew over again tonight . - ne boat in area
fishing . - eather cloudy with squall.s off and on all evening , no wind to speak of o Tied up at Duck Rock for the night o

Date ......S.e.p. ...... 6.th..... ::::...At. ... P.uc.kJ}Q.9.k....~11

day except to a run over t o
E h
d
.
• . ial her
Pavilion Key. - Birds still about same as last night . - Also t e
ac war en sign or init
e:
weather was the same as last night , m.aybe a little more r ain .
Tied up at Duck Rock for the nigfrt .
2M· 3 · !511 -CP
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Date ..... §~.P.~ .... 7.~.h.:.~ .... :.... ~... ~.r.i~.... ~.?.....J?..e?~~-~~s

on way t o Miami. - Stayed overni ght in Miami.

..
and Duck Rock . - Birds that came in were 37 ,ooo
hite Ibis , 2 nhingas , 1 Gt . Blue Heron . - Still about __)50 ~n-0 ii.rs birds about the
Rock . - Heavy flights corning in from the Nort e ween 5: 30 and 6:30 PM. - Still alot
coming in rom the Southeast flyway-, but from reports I get from around Oyster ay most
of the birds are roes.ting on an island in Oyster Bay . - According To Glen Smallwood there
are about 5, 000 roosting in that area. - No boats in area . - eather cloudy with afternoon
squalls and winds from the S . E. at 12 to 15 MPH. - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .
Date..........S.e.p. ......9..t.b. ......:::...Yf..~.nt. ....t..Q ...;$.g).,~ges for gas . - Returned to Duck Rock . - Birds about same
as last night . - Weather the same , but with more rain . - No boats in area . - Tied up at
Duck Rock for the night .

Date......... ?..~.P...! .....~.P...~.....~... ~.~.~.~.n~.4 ~.<?.... ~glades
~

Date..........9..~.P.! ....;!,.9.:t;.h.~ .... :::: ...... .~Y. ... P.1:1'?.¥... ~.9.'?.k

except f or a run up t o Pavil ion Key . - Birds st i ll a bout
the same as night before last . - 17 Spoonbill came , plus 3 Gray Kingbirds . - No boats
in area during flight .
eather cloudy with squalls and winds from the Southwest at 8 to
10 iles PH . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Date...... §~.P..~ .....g~h.~ ....:::: .....1.E3.g~....!-.9.. . ~.8.~~-~es .

-

eather so bad di d not go out t o Duck Rock at ail.

Stayed overnight in Eglades . -

Gt.

Date ......S.e.p ...... l.2t.b.......:::.......I&~:J;,:i:g:;n~.4....~.2 .. Duck

Rock . - Abol.l.t :m~ood }ffiite lib.s , 1
Blue , 5 Spoonbill, l Gray Kingbird came into roost tonight . - 1 Bald Eagle on Sand bar Northwest tip
of Duck Rock . - There are still about 1, 500 L. Heron, 100 Co.mm.on Egrets , 350 Snowey Egrets,
70 Little Blue Herons corning in now , plus about 200 Cormorants, andibout 60 B. Pelicans
still coming in. - Birds came in on the North, East and Southeast flyways with the heavy
flights from the north between 5:30 and 6:30 PM. - No boats in area . - ~ieather cloudy with
a few squalls and winds from the East at 8 H. - ied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Da~~ ...b~~·~·:Pi~J,;;-~~. :~:. ~·~·I~ci; 9·~~~d=~o~~~~!U::~ !~ ~~~~ ~~~~t. - Each warden sign or initial here:
~leather

about the same too . - Tied up at Duck Rock for the

night .
2M·3·11S·CP
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..................uck ..R.o.ck. ........................................................................... STATE. ...............f.J.:9..:r.;i;..~..........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES...... e.~P.~ J.:4.~h ... ~.ffi'.~ ...§.~I?..!.... .3..Q~.h.!..1..J.959

..

NOTE :

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

. ..

..

Date....... e.~.P ~ :l.A.~h.!.....:-: ........~n:t. ~.9.... ~g±.~9-es . - Had trouble with Egret on way to town. - Had Egret

checked in Eglades , it needs a v
e ·
·
nd bear~job a)..so . wfil cost'
abou
5 . 00 • - v ent to iam.i o talk to Charlie about it and get his approval. for tm
job. Stayed overnight in Miami . - Also stayed in Miat¢. on Sep . 15th.

Date.......... §.~P.~ .....iG.~P.. ~.... ~~.Y.~.P..~.9.....~.9.....~glades to have we rk started on the Egret and help remove

engine . - ~ ent out to Duck Rock in anoutboard which is for the birds with all this bad
weather we are having . - No more small boat stuII for me, will resume operation upon
com letion of overhaul of

· Date...... §.~.P..~.....~:r._~~-~

. . . . ... ~.~. . :'..~:!::~.~~.~-~....: Notified Park of breakdown of Egret and That I was
going to ia.mi to help with the move to the New location on 3rd Ave . - Caught bus to
iami • - i orked in · iami Office up to the 25th of Sep . -

Date ...... §..~.P..~.....:?.5.Y.h . .::... ~~.:t.~.r.i.~<:L.:t.g _ _ ~glades to See if Egret was repaired . -

The job was not finished
and some new troubles had been found th water U[llJ?. w
hot . - will have to have a new
one and it has to be ordered . - Stayed overnight in Eglades . -

Date...... 9..~.P..~.....?.6.~h,, .... ~.h!'.~ .. J.~.~.~.....: .......~gret was promised to be fi nis hed by Jedilesday the jotfi. Returned to M.a.mi and worked in Mia.mi office Monday and Tuesday . - Returned to :ID[[ EgJrles

ednesday mor~ing . - Engine will be ins alled this afternoon . - "fill resume operations
to uuck Rock on Thursday.

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date...................................................................................................

2M·3 · 158-CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crewding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

